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Cumcv-um refomiapproved Advising on
the road .
. to change •
By Amy Stickney
STAFF WRITER

After much discussion, the faculty
voted 54-11 to accept the Educational
Policy Committee's (EPC) proposals on
curriculum reform at a special faculty
meeting last Wednesday.
"It [the new curriculum] gives us a

I'd rather teach those who
want to be in my classes, not
those who have to be there.
-Pat Brancaccio
tremendous opportunity to help students
structurethe waythey design a four year
curriculum that gives a solid liberal arts
education," said Sandy Maisel, chair of
the government department.
The new curriculum, which will take
effect with the class of 1995, breaks up
distribution requirementsinto six areas:
arts,historical studies,literature, quantitative reasoning, natural sciences, and
social sciences.
Students will be required to take one
course in each of these areas, except in
the natural sciences, where two classes
are required. At least one of the courses
in the natural sciences must be a lab
science.

In addition to these six areas, students will be required to fulfill a diversity requirement. Students must takeone
course that is "centrally concerned with
how the diversities among peoples have
contributed to the richness of human
experience," according to the proposal.
The requirements for English composition and foreign languages will remain unchanged.
"I don't think the changes are major," said John Sweney, chair of the English department. "I think it's a move in
the right direction."
Current curriculum policy requires
that students complete six credit hours
each in humanities, social sciences, and
natural sciences. Three of the natural
science credits must involve a laboratory, according to the Colby College
Catalogue.
The EPC will now work to fit courses
into the six areas and the diversity requirement. They will prepare lists of
courses they feel fit into each area and
then pass them on to each department to
get faculty approval, according to Bob
McArthur, dean of faculty.
The faculty debated for over an hour
before voting on the proposal. English
Professor Pat Brancaccio was concerned
that the policy would force students to
take certain classes. "I'd rather teach
those who want to be in my classes, not
those who have to be there," he said.

Others stressed that the proposal
would not force students to take particular classes but would require
courses in specific areas. "It's a blossomingin the breadth of courses," said
Government Professor Chip Hauss.
There was also a great deal of discussion about the quantitative reasoning requirement. Several professors
questioned the impact of requiringstudents to take a course in this area.
Others were more concerned with
the title "quantitative reasoning" and
felt that a different name should be
found that better described the area.
The EPC proposal defines the
quantitative reasoning requirement as
"courses that focus on quantitative or
analytic reasoning about formally defined abstract structures."

It's a blossoming in the
breadth of courses.
-Chip Hauss
"It is a huge piece of human development ... It is one of the classic liberal
arts," said Keith Devlin, chair of the
mathematicsdepartment.'Teoplehave
a very erroneousview of mathematics
that they get from high school."Courses
that would fulfill this requirement
Curricululm continued on page 6

Buddy can you spare a j ob?
By Craig App elbaum
FEATURES EDITOR

First the good news.
For those seniors who have yet to find
employment after graduation, "there are jobs
out there," said Jim Mclntyre, director of
career services.
Now the bad news.
"It will just take longer to find them,"
Mclntyre said.
With New England and the rest of the
country still reeling from the recession, this
year's seniors are finding jobs particularly
difficult to come by this year.
"Companies are placing more weight than
ever on academic performance," Mclntyre
Students get mutual support. by sharing their
said. "[With the recession] they feel they can
photo b KMherbm
rejection letters on the Heights Wall of Shame.
choose who they want."
"The recession sucks," said Megan Finley '91, who is still of Maine after graduation," said Lili Eckhardt '91. "I have no
job-hunting. But prospects aren't entirely hopeless, said job as of yet. I want to do environmental research, but times
are variable. Jobs haven't been set out
Mclntyre .
yet for the fall."
"Students need to start theirsearches
Mclntyre cautioned agaist
year's
early, be patient, and be flexible," he
See what last
postponing
the job-search until fall.
said. "The number of people who
graduates
are
doing
"The fall is normally the hardest
thought they 'd be heading for
time to find a position," he said, and
investment banking will have to wait."
now - page 6.
added that a more favorable time to
"It's never too late and never too
job-sear ch is in late June and cwly July
earlv to start scarchinc," said Pennv
Spear, Mclntyre's administrative assistant. "And it's never when there is reshuffling among positions.
Mclntyre also advised seniors to avoid the'avcrsion factor'
too late to come sec us." .
But several arc postponing their searches at least until fall. - telling oneself that there is no use in even attempting to find
"I'm going to take a bike tri p for two weeks down the coast a job since things look so bad. j ob continued on page 6
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CTgpe-t-ciasss$ttd^temigjtfbea-ra^
to a proposal writtenfey i*-^-committee of President's
Co-^d! wfrfch aim* io restructure Co$by/*9 advising
system* The proposal also suggests that ttm $&m&Vy
&dvisin$9p tettk
b*4i&8tmii<&ly
teioxmed.
Under the proposal, upp &td&sb students would he
paired with feccn-ftj-ng fbs*year students tn hefpih-*-***-*:***
their t-ansiu>»to Colhy*They would -offer achEce «r
subjects ranging from pre-registration lo whal new
sftiddttte should bring with them,to Cathy.
It is hopedthat^ eventually,each "upper-das-*advfcer
woiildlww owry-aneadw^^
wouldjbe involved in the program*If there *fe omj*Ee
inteissl 'it will he open only to -juniors anftsemora,
yas*riends
''fnteupperclassadvisersJc^serveAoio-ttf
but 3* motors -and CAR 1b<?tp £ir$t»yeaT students get
involved in campus activities or find their.'niche**/
accordingto the draftfeur the proposal.
*Tbi& would teallyhelpout -firstyearstudents, Colby
i$ so small that upp***4a*$students generally -pan find
someoneto talk to/said Katie Ratiff,Studeut Association
vice president and chairof the committee.
, "We hope to hav*a pilot program in operation:next
year> sO we can deal withpotential problem**before it
goes into full effect/ said Kaliff*, By i9$£-9a the subcommittee would like to see the systemcomplete.
Tullio ftieman* director of Student Activities, said
that therewould be some overlap between the proposed
upperclass advising system and thegoal;*of the COOT
program,whichincludehelpingnew students make the
transition to life at Colby. But he said that there is little
possibility of making th* COOT leaders the upperclass
advisers,
'"The COOT committee would be unwilling to
--relinquish its total control over who becomes a COOT
leader*A <thange in theJ eado-r*selecti0npro<-essto include
a major faculty and administration voice would be
necessaryfor approva l/ sald Nieman. Some members of
the facul ty do not overwhelmingly approve of COOT,
$aid NiemaU*
-"When I first came hero as a teacher 1 thought the
COOT program was wonderful* My freshman advisees
all spoke highly of it> but,perhaps the first experience of
Colby freshman shouldn't be on* *irttilar to sumnier
camp/ said David Mills, visiting assisl.intprofessor of
English.
The second thrust of the proposal,, which includes
changed to the opting advising system, would allow
more student choice over who Ihey Would like as their
faculty advisers.
Sophomores would submit a list of four professors,
un* ol5 whom would bwnuii* their adv^er for their
remaining time at Colby, Presently some departments
change students'advisers every year.
The new advising system would encourage closer,

Umg*taHtirtg interaction between Midertts dttd faculty

advisers, During orientation, fir»t*y«ar students would
meet with their faculty advisers in an "informal
gatherings fq»»*r mveh more than m 'office*type'

relationship/ accordingto tft* drafted pKOpnwl,

Whileiome believe that thfa potfcy allows (-Indents (o
Aiivi$ttig continued utt page *t$

News and Featu res
News Briefs I
Professor Phyllis
Rogers inj ured

Phyllis Rogers, assistant professor of
American Studies and anthropology will be
unable to teach classes for the rest of this
semester due to a back injury. Rogers' back
problem is serious, said Robert McArthur,
dean of faculty.
Rogers has had back problems in the
past,according to McArthur. McArthur said
that Rogers fell on the stairs outside of
Goddard-Hodgkins this past winter. The
fall "exacerbated her earlier problems," he
said.
Rogers' students will get credit for their
classes, according to McArthur. The
American Studies and anthropology
departments have made arrangements to
provide readings for Rogers' students, he
said. The students' final examinations will
be "take-home exams," according to
McArthur.
Rogers declined comment on the injury
or her teaching situation. (R.F.)

Printing the truth
despite the flood

The mass amounts of plastic and dug up
earth outside of Roberts Union is part of a
roof repair job over offices in the building,
according to Keith Stockford, grounds
supervisor.
During the early stages of the repairs,the
WMHB and Echo offices under the roof
being repaired had severe water damage
during a rain storm on April 21.

"The roofleaks,"said Stockford, "wedon't
know why the offices flooded." (J.G.)

Robert's leakingroof

P ^o by Sharon labia

Cindy Yasinski , who was
recently chosen as the new Director
of Career Services said she plans to
keep up the momentum that the
department already has going.
"Continued use of alumni
connections to set up internships
or trial periods in different careers
are plans that we will continue,"
she said.
Although Yasinski has no
formal experience in the career
development field,she has lSyears
of professional experience in the
banking profession. According to
Yasi nski,many of those years were
spent with entry level workers and
helping recruiting for her firm.
"I was often unofficially
counseling these people on their
careers or whether thoy should go
to graduate school," she said.
Yasinski, who is married to
Administrative Vice President
Arnold Yasinski, heard about the
opening when it was announced
that Jim Mclntyre was leaving the
position. Now that she has been
chosen,she is looking forward to it

Scavenger hunt
raises big bucks

Strippin ' Strider

A new look for Strider Theater, jokingly
called the "Strider Strip" by performing arts
students, is currently in the works for the
1992-93 school year.

Scavengers

photo by Tara Taupier

The Scavenger Hunt, sponsored by
Johnson residence hall, raised $436 for Sara's
Place,a shelter for battered women,according
to Amy Shaw '91.
"I think it was a hit," said Shaw. "A lot
more people did it than we expected. There
were 26 teams total."
¦
i
Eric DeCosta '93 and team members won
Strider Theater
photo by Ari Druker
first prize, a trip to Boston and six Red Sox
The proposal is "to remove the seating tick ets, according to Shaw. Amy Davis '91
and provide a flexible space, sort of a black and team mates won second prize, a comedy

Cindy Yasinski
named new Director
of Career Services
By Marty Eitreim
STAFF WETTER

box arrangement," said Howard Koonce,
director of performing arts. This plan was
originally suggested by Christine Wentzel,
adj. associate professor of performing arts,
according to Koonce. The proposal has not
yet been presented to the administration.
"We asked Powder and Wig to comment
on this proposal since they put on as many
plays as we do," said Koonce. "They were
very enthusiastic about it."
The proposal is now being officially
prepared by Wentzel, Technical Director of
Performing Arts John Ervin, and James
Thurston, adj. assistant, professor of
performing arts, according to Koonce. If the
performing arts department accepts the
proposal it will be submitted to the
administrationand the Physical Plant. (D.H.)

despite the current job market.
"Everyone is nervous, but I know
that Colby does an excellent job of
preparing candidates," yasinski
said.
Yasinski has already contacted
career development offices at
schools comparable to Colby in
order to gain insight of the job
market. "Duringthe summer I plan
to visit the ad missions departments
of various law, medical, and
graduate schools. We should be
prepared when thestudentsreturn
in the fall," she said.
Current Director of Career
Services Jim Mclntyre will return
to the German department to
resume full time-time teaching.
He left the department nine
years ago for what he described as
a temporary stint in Career
Services. "They asked if I would
do it for just one year. Next thing I
knew it had been nine," he said.
According to Mclntyre the
office he inherited consisted of just
that, one office in the back of the
Career ServicesLibrary. Today the
offices take up a whole suite of
rooms in Roberts Union. "I tried to
provide a positive service for Colby
students. I hope it was successful,"
he said.?

cruise.
One flaw in the contest was a controversy
over bottle receipts. "People were coming in
with like $800 worth of receipts and getting
thousands of points ahead. We couldn't tell
if the receipts were real or not," said Shaw.
As a result the judges disqualified that
category. (D.H.)

Temp, housing not
j ust a temporary
problem

Anyone who has gone through end-offirst-year room draw knows how rare it is to
actually get a room. Temporary-housing has
becomean inevitable part of Colby's housing
system, and sophomores are the "ones who
have to deal with it.
This year, there are 95 members of the
class of '94 on the waiting list for rooms, but
this doesn't necessarily mean they will all be
in temporary housing, according to Paul
Johnston, associate dean of students. More
than half of these students will get rooms
somewhere on campus after the size of the
class of '95 is decided and the juniors going
abroad declare their plans and empty about
25 rooms.
TA/e rembetter shapethisyear than we've
been in a number of years in terms of plating
people in rooms," said Johnston. "We're
going to have fewer people in temp, housing
lounges than we've had in about four years."
The lounges-turned-rooms scattered
around campus and the old Frat house
libraries have housed less than 10 people in
three of the past five years, and around 25 in
the other two. And because there are so
many people willing to live off campus next
year, Johnston says that they can approve
moreof those petitions to live off campus and
open some rooms that way. "I'm optimistic,"
said Johnston. "I think we're in pretty good
shape."(E.C.)

Colby female escapes
possible attack near Pond
By Karen Lipman
STAFF WRITER
On April 23 at 12:45 a.m. a
female student was chased
alongside Johnson Pond by a man
driving a maroon or dark red
Pontiac GrandAm, according to
Leon Richard , a Safety and
Security officer.
"We don't know if it was an
attempted attack at all. [But] we
want to treat it like it was the
worst case scenario in order to do
the proper thing, said Mark Van
Valkenburgh, head of Safety and
Security.
The woman was sitting by a
tree near the pond when the
vehicle, which was headed west
on Armstrong Rd., pulled up and
sat there with the engine running
and the car's li ghts off. When she
noticed the car's presence she
became uncomfortable and
moved to a location further away
from the car.
"At this,the operator of the car
moved the car to a location closer
to her," said the report. The
student waited for a minute to see
what the driver was going to do,
then walked toward Roberts

Union.
After walking approximately
20 feet past the car, she heard the
car door slam and saw that the
man was following her. She started
running and, the man ran after her.
When she had run about 30 feet,
she looked back and saw him turn

" [But] we want to
treat it like it was the
worst case scenario in
order to do the proper
thing."
- Van Valkenburgh
and return to his vehicle.
The student saw a patrol car in
the driveway of Roberts but seeing
that no one was inside of it, she
started walking past GoddardHodgkins. As she passed GoddardHodgkins she saw the car lea ve and
head toward Rice Ripp'sRoad. The
woman
then
walked
unaccompanied to Foss where she
told her boyfriend and her
roommate of the incident.
Security was not notified until
later that evening when the officer
on duty, Leon Richard, was told by

another student. The Waterville
Police Department was called and
a Safety Advisory was posted.
"There was no law broken.
They [Waterville police] were
made aware of the vehicle. We
have probable cause enougfi to
stop him for questioning but that's
about it," said Van Valkenburgh,
after talking with the Waterville
police.
In addition to reading the
posted -safety advisories, Van
Valkenburgh encouraged people
to look out for their personal safety
in other ways."I wonder if so many
people who have whistles have
forgotten they arethere. That's the
timeyou go and hit the emergency
button."
Van Valkenburg h advises
students to carry around a
ballpoint pen with a clip for two
reasons.Itcouldservoasa weapon,
or would be a good way to write
information down on a person's
hand , he advised .
"Wc haven't had one incident
where the victim has gotten the
license plate," said Van
Valkenburgh. "You have got to be
aware of your surroundings and it
wasn't the safest place to be [at
12:45 a.m.]."Q

Presidents ' council
OKs Stu-A salaries
By Sigmund Schutz
CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Semester salaries were approved for
Student Association president, vicepresident, cultural chair and social chair at
last Thursday's Presidents'Council meeting
by a vote of 16 to 3.
Stu-A president and vice-president will
each receive $500 stipends per semester
while cultural and social chairs will get $350
per semester. The Stu-A secretary is already
paid $3:80 and hour and the treasureris paid
$600 each semester.
A deadlock over the issue of salaries for
Stu-A officers in previous Presidents'
Council meetings led to a campus

referendum to let the students decide,
according to Katie Kaliff '91, Stu-A vice
president. Fifty-five percent of the voters
were in favor of the salaries,while 45percent
opposed the referendum, according to
Kaliff.
"Qualified leaders are often attracted
by paid positionson hall staffer in a campus
job. Paid Stu-A positions should alleviate
some of the pressure to earn money," said
Kaliff.
Kaliff is opposed to the salaries. "Hall
staff and the Stu-A secretary and treasurer
are employees of the Collegewhile those in
Stu-A work for the students. Stu-A is
essentially volunteer work," she said. StuA positions take between 30 and 50 hours
per week, according to Kaliff .?

Some students will
try chem-free living
By Amy Alderson
STAFF WRITER

This year at room draw, Colby students
had a new choice of living arrangements.
This way of living is "chem-free" and
will allow students to live in an environment
where alcohol consumption and smoking
are prohibited.
The chem-freehousing will be located on
the third floor of Sturtevant, according to
Paul Johnston, dean of housing. Sturtevant
will no longer be a quiet hall, as it was this
year. Approximately 12 people signed up
for the chem-free living arrangement. The
third floor of Sturtevant holds 24people,but
Johnston is hopeful that incoming first-year
students will fill the remaining spaces. If the
rooms are not filled by first-year students,
Johnston will send a letter to sophomores on
the temporary h ousing list to see if any of
them want to live in the chem-free
arrangement.
He said no one would be put there against
h is or her w ill an d tha t rooms would be left
empty, if necessary. But, Johnston stressed
that he is very optimistic that many incoming
students will choose to live in this
arrangement .
"The philosophy of the chem-free floor
willbedefined by the people who live there,"
said Johnston,who added that residents will
not be able to serve alcohol at parties.
Shan e Wr ight '94, who will be living on
the chem-free floor next year, said that he
hadn 't origi nally plann ed to live th ere, but

changed his mind after he and his roommate
received high room draw numbers.
"But I don't really mind having to live
there next year," he said. "The rules don't
bother me, and I'll abide by them." .
One factor that initiated the idea for the
chem-free living arrangement had to do with
interviewsconductedby the Deanof Students
Office, in which several first-year students
had beenpicked at rand om to give perceptions
of Colby. Some of them were disturbed by the
amount of alcohol consumed on campus and
felt they wanted an alternative living
arrangement.
According to Katie Kaliff '91, Student
Association vice president and Alcohol Policy
Committee member,the idea for a chem-free
living arrangement was encouraged by
several groups who were working with Dr.
Hume on a report of alcohol and health. These
groups included Colby Emergency Response
(CER), Peer Health Facilitators, the Alcohol
Policy Committee, and The Health Center
Staff. These groups expressed concern for
students who wished to live in a chem-free
environment but did not have the choice to
do so.
Though there was a limited response to
the informational sheet sent to students earlier
th is year, there was still enough interest to
start a pilot program.
Johnston does not think that there will be
any major problems with enforcing the chemfree arrangement.
"I think that punishment won't be an issue
because the students all went into this
voluntarily," he said.Q

From Russia with love
By Alyssa Schwenk
STAFF WRITER
Most of us know her as the sweet,gentle
woman with the Russian accent who works
behind the desk in Miller Library. Aside
from that,many people probably know little
about Natalia Kempers' life and
background. But Kempers, who will be
retiring from her job as a clerk after 15years
at Colby, h as many fascinating experiences
to share.
Although Kempers is retiring from her
work at Colby, many aspects of her life are
ju stbeginning, as she willbe spending more
time in the Soviet Union, which she still
feels is her home.
"Because I can now travel to Russia, I
feel I have a country of my own I can go to,"
she said. "I feel very comfortable there."
Kempers is involved with an
organization called Kotlas of USSR/
Waterville of USA,which is associated with
Kotlas, a sister city in the Soviejt Union.
"We are in touch with many, many
people [in the Soviet Union]. It was formed
in order to know each other and be in peace
with each other," said Kempers. The group
will also have exchange students.
Kempers returned on the twenty-second
of this month from a ten-day trip there with
a small group of people. "The city we went
to is located on the Northern Dvina, in the
Arkhangel Region, which is on the White
Sea," she said. "Incidentally, when my
parents left Russia in 1920, they left through
this city. My grandfather was shot in that
area, too, because he was a Russian officer.
The Bolsheviks shot him."
"I really am so involved with this
organization," Kempers said. "People say I
speak such beautiful Russian. I went to
Russian schools in Yugoslavia when I was
young, and I learned English by ear. My
first citizenship wasas a U.S. citizen,because
we were 'stateless'. My parents had lost
their Russian citizenship because they
moved away and [the land] became the
Soviet Union."
She is currentl y busy plann ing anot her
tripbackto theSovietUnion with the Kotlas
organiza tion, and plans to stay longer this
time.
Born in Yugoslavia to Russian parents,
Kempers lived in Yugoslavia until she was
20. Kempers was able to visit Yugoslavia in
1989-the onIy visit sincesheleft the country.
"I met my first husband while working
at the American Red Cross station in
Regensburg, Germany, she said. "Af ter we
were marr ied, we moved to America and he
finished up taking h is classes at Colum b ia
University."
Kemp ers' first husband was a U.S.
diplomat and the couple was stationed in
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Ital y for five years, then in Austria. They
then settled in the Washington,D.C. area,
she said.
In 1972 Kempers divorced her husband
after a 23-year marriage and later met
John Kempers, who had also just gotten
over a divorce. They were later married.
"My second husband, who was born
in Holland, learned Russian as a prisoner
of war in Germany," said Kempers. "He
learned it through some Russian prisoners
of war,whom hebefriended,and he loved
Russian."
"I came to Waterville in 1973, and
started working at Colby in 1976, after
being persuaded by my husband, who
was a professor of Russian and German
here for 17 years. He was a very good
teacher and I used to help him with his
students." He died in 1977.
"I am very glad that he persuaded me
to take the job in the library," she said. "I
love it because I'm among the precious
students and the precious friends, and it
h as really helped me to deal with my
gr
ief. lam happy,becausel have worked,
and 1 also have friends in the Waterville
area."
After retiring,Kempers will be able to
spend more time with her children and
their families. She has four children by
her first husband - three sons and a
daughter - and her late husband also had
four children of his own.
"I wan t to have more ti me for my
ch i ld ren an d for my gran d child ren," she
said.Q

The Iron Horse Bookstore
offers the best prices in town
for your used textbooks!
Up to 50% of retail price if the
book is being used in the Fall!
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Senior week j ust for seniors Foss break-in
By Emily Chapman
STAFF WRITER

Senior Week Just For Seniors

Th is year, the . class of '91

requested that Senior Week be
exactly that -a week for the seniors
to be together as a class, without a
lot of underclassmen hanging
around.
"It's a specialweek for seniors,"
said Tullio Nieman, director of
Student Activities. "And for them,
we hope to keep it that way."
For underclassmen who are
staying on campus, the jobs are
limited. Eighty people applied for
the 55 positions as ushers for
baccalaureate and commencement
as well as for other positions.
Thelow number of jobsis partly
due to the fact that the Physical
Plant did not hire anyone, and
because theStudent Association has
imposed a 15-hour work minimum
for the week. On average, each of
the 55 students who work Senior
Week will make$61.25. Hiring was
done impartiall y, according to
Nieman, except for any students
who have brothers and/or sisters
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By Chris Anderson
STAFF WRITER

Competition for positions as
COOT leaders was fierce this year
as the committee received over 250
applicants for only 80 positions,
according to Jennifer Alfond '92,
head of the COOT committee.
"It's great we have so many
applicants, but it is also tough,"
said Alfond. "There are so many
qualified applicants and only 80
positions."
The leaders are selected by the
25 students and facul t y m embers
who makeup the COOT committee,
accordingto Alfond. Each app licant
is interviewed by a group of
committee members and given a
ranking from 1 to 5, based on the
interviewand application, she said.

UP

Each senior will be given a
rawhide necklace or a hospital arm
band as a ticket to events.The fundraisers held by the senior class
officers -exam survival baskets and
computer dating,f or example -will
also help pay the bills.
"We've worked hard to provide
a greatSenior Week for the class of
'91," said Brown. Every day is full
of different activities, ranging from
roller-skating to a slumber party on
Miller Lawn, from an all-day party
at the shell with entertainment by
theColby Eight,Colbyettes,Tuxedo
Junction,and Perfect Circleto Senior
photo by Tara Taupier Olymp ics on Johnson Pond.
Laurie Brown '91
Whitewater rafting and a "Blast
From
Our Past" progressive party
graduating and international
down
Roberts Row are also on the
students who cannot leave until
later. "If we had enough positions agenda.
Seniors will be able to order a
for everyone, we'd fill them," said
professionally-made videotape of
Nieman. "We don't."
Senior Week will probably cost Senior Week from Tues., May 21,
close to $10,000, most of which will until commencementon Sun.,May
be covered by the $20 each senior 26. "Ithinkit'sgonnabeagood way
will be required to pay before to end our time here," said Portia
participating in any Senior Week Walker '91.
"Senior Week is gonna be the
events.
ing Breakbetween getting done
"Wehavedoneresearchon other Spr
schools and every school so far has with finals and going out into the
a Senior Week fee," said Laurie real world," said Tom Dorion '91.
Brown '91, senior class president, "It's a great chance to be with your
friends for a last time in a college
adding that Bowdoin's fee is $40.

¦
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"The three main things we are
looking for in leaders areleadership
qualities, outdoor leadership
abilities and medical experience,"
said Alfond.
After the interviews the
app lications are put into piles
according to their rankings and the
entire committee goes through
them,starting with the number one
ranksand working down,according
to Alfond . All 80 positions were
filled from the one and two-rank
piles.
"We could have taken people
from the third pile and had fantastic
leaders,but we didn't even get that
far," said Alfond .
Many students who did not get
positions have questioned the
COOT continued on p age 6

involves prospective
By Rebekah Mitchell
STAFFWRITER

Sean Hayes '93, Br ian
O'Sullivan '94, and Michael
Mullin '94 wereallbrought before
the Judicial Board this week on
charges of illegal entry into Foss
kitchen and attempted theft of 12
quarts of juice concentrates and
one five pound block of cheese on
Saturday night, April 19. Only
five quarts of juice concentrates
were actually taken from the
dining hall by O'Sullivan. In
addition,he is charged with lying
to Security officers about his
involvement.
Mullin, who was hosting a
prospective student that night,
was also charged with
irresponsible hosting. The
football department has already
determined that all three will not
be allowed to attend pre-season
football practice.
Peter Andrews '92, Kyl e
Barn ard '92,and Tyler Rohrer '93
were brought before the Judicial

Board this week on charges
concerning a gathering they had
in their Woodman room. The
inddent took place in the early
morn ing of Sunday,Apr
il 14from
about 1-5 a.m.
An d rews, who was not
present at the hearing, was
charged with violating quiet
hours and irresponsible hosting
of a large number of visiting
rugby friends, who constituted
the majority of the gathering.
Barnard is responsible for
throwing a broken couch off the
third floor fire escape. Rohrer
allegedly violated quiet hours
and has already sent an apology
to the Woodman residents, the
dean's office, and J-Board.
J-Board has put all three on
permanent
discip l i nary
probation and p ermanen t party
probation. In addition,they must
live in separate commons from
one another next year. "I think'it
[the sanction] was a little drastic
for being loud once," said
An drews. "But it was fair
considering
the
circumstances."Q

Claytor presents
Sea Semester
By Doug Hill

STAFF WRITER

photo by Tara Taupier
J^V

Alf ond '92

Warren Claytor '92, will be
g iving a presentation on SEA
semester on Sunday,May 5. Claytor
spent last semester in this program
which is run by Sea Education
Association (SEA) in Massachusetts.
Th e program st arts w it h six
weeks of classes on lan d inclu di ng
oceanography, maritime studies,
and nautical science, each with a
lab, according to Claytor. Then the
students spend a month with 23
Claytor continued on p age 6

photo by Tara Taupier

Warren Cl aytor '92
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Hamborgers

*Pub Burger

$3.50

*Pub Cheesburger (Fresh ground chuck

$3.75

*Chili Burger

$3.95

with your choice of cheese and/or bacon)

*Royale (With lettuce and tomato, slathered
with mayo)
*Blue Max (with 8 oz. bleu cheese
-or whatever your pleasure is)

^Broome Street Burger Basket

$3.75

$4.50

$4.50 ,

(Cheese and bacon burger in a piu t with salad and chip

Smoke-Free
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Colby this summer

OFF THE HILL

By Rebekah Mitchell
STAFF WRITER

The recent pay raise for Colby employees
has made the "Colby This Summer"program
more popular than ever, with twice as many
student job applicants as last year.
In 1988, only 50 students applied for 70
positions. This year over 100 rejection letters
went out.
"We usually had to go to Waterville to fill
the jobs if we came out .short [of student
applications]," said Ken Gagnon, director of
administrative services. "This is good in a
way because now we [campus employers]
can be more selective."
photo by Ari Druker
This year about 110 students applied for J ustin Sheets'93
62 positions in all departments from dining
servicesto tour guides to researchassistants. opportunities and decent wages,there are a
Gagnon attributes part of the demand to the few flaws in the program, according to
allure of increased pay rates. The highest of Gagnon. One is that Sellers closes down the
the rates is now $6.25 per hour.
food operation for three weeks after
"If a student worked as a faculty research graduation. Summer employeesare charged
assistant at that rate, 40 hours a week for 12 less for board during that time. Students
weeks, they could earn about $3,000 before might also haveto give up their roomsduring
taxes," he said. Students who elect to spend Alumni Weekend in June, according to
the summer at Colby pay $25 a week for 8 Gagnon.
meals and a shared room. A special budget
ForMargaret Russell '92,who has worked
for summer employees provides cookouts, as a research assistant for associate
sports activities, and special rates for government professor Ken Rodman for the
downtown theater houses.
past two years, the program is still rough
The program also offers a 12 percent pay around the edges. "They don't tell you that
increase for students who have worked in a you didn't get the top three jobs you want
certain department before. "Since students until the very end. You could have been
are already familiar with their work,it saves canvassing for another job all that time."
thedepartmentfourweeksoftrainingthem,
Despite the fact that students haveto be selfsaid Gagnon. "If the student can walk in the sufficient , she thinks the program is one of
day after Memorial Day and begin work,it's the best deals around. "The housing is cheap
worth that extra money to the College."
here and the pay is good. But ultimately you
"Ironically, this year Colby used a lower have to make the job good yourself."
key marketing approach becausewe thought
In the past,students have not complained
we were really overselling the program in about the pay rate, but instead about the
the past, but we were inundated with hourly limit of the week. They want to work
applications this time," said Gagnon. In the more than 40 hours to make more money.
past he used personal interviews along with However, Gagnon argues that the College
the application. However,due to the number cannot do that financially. "Under state law
of applicants this time,only a few employers if we allow employees to go beyond that 40
conducted personal interviews.
hour week, we're required to pay them time
Sue Cook, director of alumni relations, and a half."
interviewed 12 students for her alumni
Gagnon has helped students find
relations intern position. "I always make it a supplementary work off-campus. But the
policy to meet all the applicants," she said. search is difficult because most companies
"Plus it makes it more personal." The intern need workers during the regular day shifts.
would help preparefuturereunion weekends Restaurants want waiters or waitresses
and goto those planning sessions. "Ironically, available around the clock,not just after five.
they'd see the tail end of one reunion and the
"Ifit werearottenprogram,peoplewould
beginning of one two years hence," she said. go somewhere else," said Gagnon.Q
Despite the numerous employment

By Rebekah Mitchell
STAFF WRITER

University
of Vermont

Burlington,VT: On Tuesdayhundreds
of UVM students rallied in support of 20
minority students who overtook the
president's office to protest the lack of
cultural diversity on campus. Risking
arrest, the minority group vowed to stay
unless the university met its demands for
more minority programs, students and
faculty.
"Thereason why we'rehere is that the
schoolisbeingblatantly racist,"said Carol
Jaime, treasurer of the Latin Student's
Alliance. The students occupying the
building were from the Black Student,
Latin Student, and Asian Student
Alliances. They claim that the school has
slid backward in terms of recruiting
minorities. "The feeling among faculty
and the student population in regard to
the demonstration was that it was about
time,"said Mbulelo Mzamane,an English
and African studies teacher.

University
of Maine Orono

Orono, ME: Three students have
brought charges against Jesse Jackson for

making anti-Semitic remarks during his
speech to the College last week. Jackson
came to Orono to comment on a racial
disturbance between two black students
and two white townsmen which occurred
two months ago, to register voters, and to
raise fund s for the Rainbow Coalition.
Amongotheraccusations,the students
claim that Jackson called New York city a
"Hymie town" and that after talking to
one student he said, "Excuse me,I have to
go see my Jew-boy friend over there."
Jackson couldn't be reached for comment
and the Rainbow Coalition does not
believe the accusations are founded. The
College is still investigating the
accusations.

University
of Southern Maine

Portland, ME: Student Jon E. Steen
was arrested for gross sexual assault by
Gorham police on Friday, April 19. That
same day he was temporarily suspended
from USM.Policeand Safety Director Coin
Hawk said that in the eight years he's
worked at USM,he'snever seena case like
this. It's the first time the city has filed a
gross sexual assault charge against a USM
student in a court of law.

Where last year 's Graduates are now:
5.5% - professional school (law, business, medicine)
10% - graduate school (humanities, social sciences) .
0.5% - in military
5% - traveling
11% - in jobs which came out of previous summer jobs
28% - in 'career' joos related to major
34% - still looking for work
5% - clueless
1% - other (Peace Corps, Watson Scholarships)
(Results based on survey completed by 361 of 465 graduates)
results courtesy of career services

Next week: The Echo looks back at the past four years
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COOT

continued f rompage 4
fairness of the selection process,
according to Alfond .
"Thesystem is fair,but maybe it
comes off as not being fair because
there are so many qualified
applicants and so few positions,"
saidNat Fenollosa '92,amemberof
the COOT committee.
In the past the COOT committee
has consisted of far fewer people,
with only 12 last year and eight the
year before, according to Alfond.
"I think the committee is better

Curriciiliiiii

[now] because there are a lot of
different people on the committee,
not just a*big group of friends. Now
it is more representative of the Colby
community than was possible in
the past," said Fenollosa.
"The COOT committee worked
really hard at sorting through that
and
ma ny
app lications
unfortunately a lot of qualified ,
energetic students were turned
down, but at the same time we are
thrilled about the 80 leaders we did
p ick and feel real comfortable
sending them out next fall," said
Alfond.Q

other students on one of the two
ships, the Corwith Cramer or the
Westward.
While on the ship,the students
mustdo hourly watches,takecare of
the engine room, prepare the food,
navigate, and sail the ship
themselves. The students are
supervised by acaptain,threemates,
anengineer, and a steward.
"On shore we learned how to take
apart diesel engines, celestial
navigation, and the physics of sailing.
Ifs excellent because it's hands-on
experience while you're at sea," said
Claytor.
Each student must do an individual
project under the supervision of the
Chief Scientistand threeotherscientists
whileatsea,accordingtoClaytor. "You
can take an oceanography course and
look at pictures.But instead of reading
about it,we were writing the reports,"
said Claytor.
Claytor sailed on the Corwith
Cramer, participating in the first SEA
semester expeditioninlSyearstocross
the Atlantic, which was organized in
honor of SEA semester's 20th
anniversary.
After sailing through two
hurricanes, the Corwith Cramer
landed at the Azore Islands.
"Everything seems so green after
seeing so much blue water," said
Claytor. The group 's final
destination was Portugal. Most of
the expeditions go down to the Spice
Islands in the Caribbean.
"You don't have to be an
oceanography major or a junior to
participate," said Claytor. "I myself
am an economics major. "Q

continued f romp age 1

would not be just computation,
but would deal with more abstract
concepts that could be app lied to
other disciplines such as philosophy, economics, and music, said
Devlin.
Probable staffing impacts of the
new curriculum were discussed in
a memoto all faculty members from
Registrar George Coleman,
McArthur, and Margrit Lichterfeld
Thomas, associate dean of faculty.
Most departments stated that current staffing would be adequate to
handle the new requirements. The
art department, however, said it
needs 2 or 3 more courses added
because of
already hi g h
enrollments.!!)

eJofo

continued from page 1
As always, teaching has
remained a popular choice for
seniors,whether through programs
like Teach for America or in
independent schools.
"I'm going to Spain to teach
English for a year/' said Laura
Henderson '91. "And then to grad
school in a couple of years, but I
don't know for what."
Because of the poor job market,
more and more students this year
are seeking entry into graduate and
professional schools,said Mclntyre.
But he pointed out that this is not
always a wise decision.
"Grad school is a major
investment of time and money," he

said. "And when you've finished
grad school you may .even have
priced yourself out-of things. This
year people are saying if I go get
my Master's I'll get a job more
easily'.That's just not viable-"
With the increase in applicants
graduate and professional schools
have become even more selective,
and some students are being
rejected by schools they might have
been accepted to in other years.
Because of this, Mclntyre said, a
student might have to settle for a
school of lesser quality.
The situation isn't entirely bleak
for Colby students. Mclntyre
pointed out that the insurance
company UNUM had only three
available positions among all its
New England branches, and Colby
students filled two of these
openings. But although companies
like UNUM are doing less college
recruiting, many non-corporate
positions are still available to jobseekers.
"Banking and insurance
companies use college recruiting
because they have the time and
money to do so,"said Mclntyre. "In
the sciences, there are good lab
positions available if students look
for them. The same holds true for
social services."
In the meantime, seniors will
continue to ride out the recession.
"I' m gonna skate the half-pipe
and clean the cube," said Matt
Hughes '91.
"Basically, I don't know what I
want to do here," said Henderson
about her reason for wanting to go
to Spain. "So I thought I'd kind of
travel and teach for ayearortwo."Q
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Changes off course
This fall,incoming first-year students will have more to look forward
to than COOT and Playfair.
With the recently-approved curriculum requirements,first-years can
also look forward to fewer choices of their own.
This may come as a great surprise to first-years, who sent in their
attendance deposits without any knowledge of Colby's new curriculum
requirements. First-years, who
enrolled at Colby based in part upon the more flexible graduation
requirements, will have to contend with these changes.
These changes are due in large part to the actions of the faculty, not the
students. The lack of student interest is probably a result of the fact that
current students will not be affected by the changes.
Besides the surprise effect which these changes incur,they also create
a number of other difficulties in a student's pursuit of a diploma.
For instance, if students want to take a Junior Year Abroad,they may
find it difficult to meet all the requirementsfor both distribution requirements and those for their major, and still enjoy the freedom oi a yearat
a foreign university.
In general, these requirements impede the freedom of choice impiled
by the concept of a liberal arts education. Students pay over $22,000 to
attend Colby. They should have more of a say in what they do with their
time here.
This added structure may come as sort of an insult to students who are
mature and responsible enough to choose a well-rounded course load
¦without this mandate.
There is also the concern that professors who teach thesecourses may
experience a less-enthusiastic group of students since they were required
to take the course. This may also hurt students'performances and grades
in the course.
The new curriculum requirements are not a positive change. Although
the school may overcome these potential problems, initially the experience could prove discouraging and aggravating to futureColby students.

The $60,000 question
Twelve Phish shows in the Student Center. One Zi ggy Marley and
one Edie Brickell show at the same time. A year's tuition for three
students. Four or five blues bands for a Blues Festival at the Shell. Even
one Mercedes. But instead we get J.T.
Recently Stu-A booked James Taylor to play in Colby's Wadsworth
Gym in the fall. While we don't question the talents of this loved-by-most
musician, we do question the amount of money guaranteed for Mr.
Taylor and the amount of money it will cost for a ticket.
Mr. Taylor will be given $60,000 and tickets will cost between $20-30.
This is an outrageous amount of money especially when it will be given
to a musician who hasn't done anything in about four years. And how
many students will part with the $20 or $30 to seesomeonestand and play
an acoustical guitar for two hours?
How else could a student spend $20 or $30? Maybea couple of James
Taylor CDs (listening to them would be better than battling a crowd in a
place really not capable of holding a concert); a case of good imported
beer;eight to ten Student Center parties; or a tank of gas to drive to Great
Woods, Mass. and pay about ten bucks to see the same show.
Stu-A will not break even. Even if it could charge $25 and get away
with it, 2,400 people will have to cram into the gym.And since only about
1,500 will actually be on campus come the fall, 900 will have to drive up
to Waterville and dish out $25.
Not to mention the fact that there will probably bono reserved seating
and people in the front row will pay the same amount as peoplestanding
in the back. Who is Stu-A kidding?
Booking James Taylor is a good idea. For $60,000, however, it s not
that good .

Letters
Stevenson
black-listed

Death row
speaks out

Buildings
need help

I was very surprised by the
ignorance expressed by Peter U.
Stevenson in his letter concerning
"indoctrinationor education."I find
his contention that Colb y's
emphasis has shifted from
education to "indoctrination of a
left-wing 'politicallycorrect'nature
that is foisted upon the student
body,"which caused him to rescind
his $500 pledge to the college, to be
wholly inaccurate. He creates the
impression that the Colby faculty
consists of radical liberals who try
to brainwash the students which is
far from the truth. My experience at
Colby has been one which promotes
free-thinking and individuality,
rather than the shoving of doctrine
down my throat.
His attack on the AfricanAmericanstudies major isalso quite
disquieting. He contends that this
major is completely worthless in
today's job market, and is therefore
a waste of time and money. Not
everyone goes to an undergraduate
institution to start career training
immediately. For some, the college
experience itself is a more valuable
education and preparation for the
"real world" than any major could
be. This is not a business school or a
vocational training center.
Furthermore,
Stevenson's
statement saying that the AfricanAmerican major is one "that can be
taught in less than one course over
less than a semester" is akin to
saying that one can read Moby Dick
in five minutes.
He then proceeds to rail on such
groups as The Bridge, the Racial
Harassment Advisory Group, and
the Sexual Harassment Advisory
Group by calling them "whako
institutions." I believe that all of
these groups play an important role
on campus, and each has its place at
this institution.
What is most appalling about
his attacks are that they seem to be
based on his perusal through a
course catalog,rather than on actual
experience with the college. Colby
is a new college now. It is one that
provides a quality Liberal arts
education to its students, and it is
one that does not tolerate the gross
insensitivity and ignorance shown
be Mr .Stevenson. If you're looking
to contribute to a right-wing,
conservative organization, why not
send your $500 to the Republican
Party, not Colby?

This letter is written in response
to Michael E. Correll's plea for mail
and friendship [in the Echo, 3/21/
91]. I wrote Mr. Correll for two
reasons. First out"of curiosity and
secondly, after seeing Silence of the
Lambs. I wanted to probe the mind
of a criminal. I wrote to Mr. Correll
twiceand he responded both times.
My first letter explained who I
am, what I wanted to learn, my
position on the death penalty, and
an offer to help if he could convince
me he had repented. His first letter
was well written and polite. He
spoke of compassion, the meaning
of life, and what his life meant to
him now.I responded with a general
letter — too much work and the
start of baseball season. His second
letter was filled with curses and
insults. He wrote, "I resent the hell
out of some wet behind the ears kid
thinking he's one of Kilter's
generals...I'm very real and don't
play bullshit kid games - it's best
you understand that!"
I then called the Maine State Law
Library to read his case. Mr. Correll
was charged with one count of
attempted first degreemurder,three
counts of first degree murder, three
counts of kidnapping, one count of
armed robbery, and one count of
burglary. Although Mr. Correll only
shot one man who survived a bullet
wound to the head, he had the
intention to kill the three others. He
was sentenced to death seven years
ago in 1984. He is dangerous and
from his inability to form a
correspondence,he is perhaps unfit
to live in society. One may ask who
am I to jud ge him? I have never
taken another life. If Mr. Correll's
intentions were to make me a
thirteenth member of the jury he
succeeded.
I wanted to test my convictions
and learn something about life. The
cost of keeping Mr. Correll alive
may be higher than Colby's tuition
and the law determined he does not
have the right to live. However,
each day he must confront his
conscience. With a gun, he was not
strongenough to takeanother man's
life. Moreover, he will have the
ghosts of the three other innocent
victims to haunt him in his cell.
Perhaps living can be more painful
than dying.

It's spring - the grass is green,
people are playing Frisbee, maybe
a bit of Hackey-sack and everyone
is enjoying the beauty of Colby. But
wait, look around and ask yourself
what is so beautiful about Colby? Is
itthe Georgian architecture: Eustis,
Keyes,Johnson, Averill, Arey, East
and West Quad? I would argue that
our campus is made up of brick
warehouses with wooden columns
in front: the Classical accent doesn't
make it for me.
The there are .the newer
buildings on campus: The Heights,
squashed tenement or- low rise
hotel? The Health Center, an
exercise in geometry? The Student
Center, one side for photos, one
side that's a service entrance and
one reasonable space that is now
gone with the advent of CNN. The
Hillside is an aestheticall y
reasonable
complex
but
functionally it doesn't work...
A question: who decides these
buildings? As a senior art major I
have never been asked to sit on a
committee and to my knowledge
none of the professors who are hired
to teach architecture here have any
input into current expansion.
We now face a new admissions
building.The sight is removed from
campus so we might see it as an
opportunity for a fresh start. This
could be a chance for the new ideas
and ways of thought that we are
taught in class to be shown in the
buildings that surround us. Right
now the plans for the admissions
building are for another warehouse,
this time in clapboard (no doubt the
same plastic that coversthe Student
Center). A generic row of offices,
Board of Health Style, for get about
trying to give a feeling of closeness
and intimacy.
I challenge President Cotter and
the Board of Trustees to ask for
help. Invite professors,students and
the admissions staff to work
together for a new building.
Just take a walk around Bixler
and look at the latest appenda ge we need HELP!

Jonathan Kaplan '94

I decided to come to Colby
College two years ago because I
love what I saw on campus. I saw a
happy student body on a beautiful
campus and an opportunity for an

Peter Blackwell '94

Paul Diamond '91

Change
requires input

Letters continued on page 13
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Brad Willard '91
Yes I am. Whenever anyone
wantsto do somethingbesides work
they cometomebecausetheyknow
I'll do it with them.

Kurt Whited '91
Absolutely, I haven't been able
to do anythingfor aboutthreeweeks
now. All I have left is one threepage
paper and I'm having trouble
getting it done.

Ginny Morrison '91
Sure I have senioritis. I totally
can't focus on my work.

Donna Wentworth '91
It's affecting my work as I don't
really care if I get an A or an A
minus now. It's all going to be over
too soon.

Caroline O'Malley "91
Not really because I just got
job and I'm really psyched!

Catch senioritis, you deserve it!
By Steve Collier
LIKE IT OR NOT
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Ahhh, spring is in the air. It is
the one thing that makes me love
the seasons, since no sunny day is
as much appreciated as an April
one in Maine.
The replacement of book s with
stickball,frisbee, and lawn chairs is
not a new phenomenon,as it is one
that all Colby students have
experienced throughout their
careers,but I never guessed that its
magnitude could become so
overbearing in the senior year. Yes,
the topic I'm discussing is senioritis,
and this article is written specifically
for all the seniors I know and will
miss, and for all of you that I've
never been fortunate enough to
meet, for it is your presence that
makes school work a virtual
impossibility.
As the weather warms up, and
the finality of graduation looms ever
closer, the real reason we are here
loses its significance. How can you
read Chaucer, Aristotle, Adam
Smith, or Batman when you have
so little time left to be with all of
your friendson a warm,sunny day?

Quite simply,you can t,because
nothing besides spending time with
the people you're soon to leave
seems to matter. Of course, there
are also reasons to be anxious for
graduation, since we're all sick of
studying, writing papers and going
to classes,but as senioritis forces us
to do less and less of these evils, it is
much easier to remember the good
things than the bad.
I don't wanttobesappy,because
few of us would actually choose to
spend another year here. But I do
wonder if the friendships developed
here can stay the same or be
duplicated on the outside.
None of us will ever be in an
environment filled with so many
closely-aged people pursuing
similar pursuits again, and in a lot
of ways we areall going to miss the
experience. It's not to say that life
can't be as good in graduate school
or the working world, but it's
certainly going to be different.
A rigid, inflexible schedule and
as little as two weeks of vacation a
year are a sampling of what we
have to look forward to, and for as
long as we have proclaimed our
adulthood, we finally have to eat

our words and live up to the
responsibilities involved. And then
there's the ever-troubling issue of
an advanced age coupled with
relationships that will eventually
spell wedding, marriage, and
snotty-nosed kids. Just imagine,
most of us will decide within the
next five years who the "right "
person is, and then we'll have to
spend our next 50 years content to
only stare at all the other "right "
people out there.
Of course, it won't be all bad,
and some of it will probably be
pretty damn good. But senioritis
and that need to hold onto
everything that is so wonderful here
is more than just understandable.
It's necessary.
Each of our little groups of best
friends will remain in touch and
will always be close, but.there are
so many other great people (both
seniors, undergraduates, and
professors) who we will never see
again or will see only in passing. I
can't hel p feel a heavy sense of loss.
Somy advice to you about senioritis
is simple, don't fight it. Enjoy our
little bit of time left, because it will
never be the same, like it or not£3

By Ajtj iira Bahu
mFF WRITER

short time it becamedear thai
therewerematiymoreiriipc-rtant

components to my educatjtott'
tha» swapiy book*and teachers*
Interaction with other stttdetitS;
and the uniqueindividuals oa
campus would; Aha fuel my
leading*
This realisation offers the
greatestargumentfor*the study
abroad programs* Seeing: a
different country,<*perie---ic*in&
*different culturewould fulfill
many educational demands
away from, the elassrooiyu But
unfortunately, I believ* that
«o*ni# of the academic learning
-Mu^hisacrucialpQ'rtiottofstudy
abroad programs has been
abandoned as $turfenfsgef^wept
away in. ihe romanceoiabroad
atudy.
1 know that marty abroad
program* are ir*tettj- *v«
mmr^ mU^ iv mJmm academically.Students oo thes«
goalsby learningnot simply out programs return claiming they
of the texts, but also -from the h ave never worked so h ard or

When S same to Colby J
assumed I would be unable to
study abroad as 2 am an English
maj or with theaspkatiotis to be
a. doctor-A$9 -resfeult/ J j ealously
listened to peoptepUnjningIheir
semesters hx Italy, the Soviet
Union, and Jap&rt* trickily a
program Was devised such that
Colby's Mgh standiaTds oi
;with
a<,adewi<»<ouidbetnatched*
chemistry
an organic
<ourse
aVajfebfe & Cnj *f> Ireland*A* 3
resultlexsritedlywrotfttoarriend
who is stttdvfng there now for
information on the English
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1 think I fthwnblc^ onto owe oi
the largest *p*robl«T«8 with
Colby's study abroadtxrograms.
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Give Colby's club sports more play
By Tara Taupier

PHOTOGRAPHYEDITOR
Mayflower Hill is full of athletes.
Whether we realize it or not Colby
seems to draw large numbers of
former high school superstars.
Many of these athletes matriculate
into Colby's numerous varsity
programs. Unfortunately, because
many sports are not represented in
a varsity capacity,athletes are forced
to participate in the club sports.The
problem is that the treatment that
club sports receive at Colby is
second rate at best. Many of our
most talented individuals fade into
obscurity in our club programs
where they should be excelling and
making Colby proud.
The fact is that club sports at
Colby arc as competitive as the

varsity ones. Teams such as crew,
water polo, sailing, woodsmen and
rugby draws large numbers of
aggressive participants. These
athletes expend large amounts of
their time and energy to make their
performances exceptional.
The problem is that the
participants are about the only ones
taking these teams seriously.
Regardless of the nature of club
sports, or even their record of
successes, the Colby athletic
department provides minimal
budgets that limit the teams' ability
to properly train or travel to any
great extent. With such restraints it
is a stonishing that these teams have
flourished as they have.
The success many of these teams
havebeen enjoying should bea telltale sign to the athletic department

that they deserve more attention were subsidized by individuals
and bigger budgets. The women's battling an insufficient and quickly
rugby team used up half of its spring drained budget.
In addition to their small
funding last year on one trip to play
budget,
the rugby clubs have been
making
it
impossible
Middlebury,
to play any other teams outside of in a constant battle with the athletic
Maine. The problem with not being department over a field to play on.
able to travel beyond Lewiston is Last fall the I-PCAY soccer games
thatthereisinadequatecompetition were given precedence over the
inside Maine. Women's rugby has rugby club for a field .The field the
been undefeated for the past two Rugby club was forced to play on is
seasons. A small budget prevents called "the Swamp" for obvious
this team from testing its skills reasons. Poor fields lead to
unnecessary injuries and make it
against equally talanted teams.
It's the same story for the men's ever more difficult to field a
rug by team. At a recent competitive team.
The women's Rugby Club has
intercolleg iate tournament in
Providence, theColby team,seeded ••70- plus women. The men's team
twenty-first out of 22 teams, took hasalmost thesamenumbcrcoming
an impressive second place beating out to join the team. Not only is
rival schools such as Trinity. rugby one of- the most popular
Travelling, expenses, and entry fee sports on campus, but both teams

have exceptional records.
Crew is another club whose
efforts have been frustrated by a
lack of funding. Crew has
approximately 60 peoplerow each
fall. But the facilities and supplies
are minimal, making it difficult for
many rowers to even get in a boat
for daily workouts. Traditionally,
Colby boatsin both crew and sailing
havebeenlaughingly outdated with
second class housing facilities.
The athletic department needs
to pay closer attention to these
sports teams and evaluate them
moreseriously. Certainly the teams
themselves should bear some of the
responsibility for this evaluation.
The teams should provide
reasonable requests that include
listings of lacking equipmentas well
Club continued on page 13

Arts & En tertainment

Lamberti s debut album "Any Animal"out soon
By Amanda Hallowell
A&EEDITOR

There's a hot new album being
released in early May, and it is
currently being produced and
recorded on a small college campus
in Waterville, Maine.
Jim Lamberti '91 decided to do
an independent senior project. The
result of his work is "Any Animal,"
a 59-minute, 11-song album,
featuring himself, with the help of a
few others, as the main singer,
songwriter, musician, and
producer.
With the help of Colby's guitar
teacher Carl Dimow, who has
worked closely with Lamberti from
the start of his project,a few friends,
and visiting professor and faculty
advisor, Jeff Stirling, Lamberti has
created what he calls "a mellow,
sort of folk rock, album."
Lamberti, an economics major,
started playing guitar in the middle
of his first year at Colby. "I've
alwayswanted to do something like
this - it's something personal that
isn't reflected in my other classes/'
he said.He started to write his own
music because he "wasn't happy
with trying to copy other people's

music."
In addition to the album itself,
Lamberti has to produce a written
documentation of his work,
describing in detail things such as
each individual melodyand chorus.
Upon its successful completion, he
will receive 5 credits for his work.
The only real problem he had
was with the drum machine he was
forced to use to use because of the
difficulty of finding and
coordinatingwithagooddrummer.
"The drum machine produces a
rhythm that istoo perfect. It sounds
unnatural in places, although I've
tried to make it sound as live as
possible/' said Lamberti. He said
he "is not trying for perfection in
this [(album)]."
Lamberti has had help from a
variety of people, such as Kim
Norberg '91, who does some
singing; Dave Yarrington '91, who
playsbassin someof thesongs; and
Ron Barberan '91, who "helped the
most. He lent me all his recording
equipment, helped me with -the
mixing, and plays synthesizer in
some parts of the album," said
Lamberti.
Lamberti wrote most of the
album to acoustic guitar, so that is
the focal sound of the songs. He

"One Acts" sbine

photo by Tara Taupier

J im Lamberti
said it's hard for him to objectivel y
compare his music to any other
band. To him,it sounds completely
original,but he did mention that he
is inspired by R.E.M..
"Generally," said Lamberti,
"People's reactions have beengood,
positive, and encouraging. People
at Colby seem open to different

things so I've gotten a lot of support
from people who have heard the
songs."
The subjects for most of the songs
are personal things. "A couple are
about me, who I am, and there are
two love songs, one hate song, and
a coupleof satirical songs,oneabout
the Middle East. One of the best

songs is one I wrote after seeing the
movie The Doors. "
About 100 copies of Lamberti's
album will be released around May
13. He plans to sell 50 of them for $6
each and to give the rest to friend s
and everyone who helped put his
album together. ?

The Planets zany and imaginative
By Audrey Wittemann
STAFF WRITER
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TlxeSpwng Qne-ActsFestival,
producedby Fowder & Wig on
April %?»$¦% was extremely

ent<?itfoirtj im>
Opening with Chw.s<oph«r
Durang's satirical play, "SUtox
Mary Ignatius ExplainsIt AMfor

Y0u/ ib* HatWai started nil
strong. Slater Mary,wickedly
played by Jtacbei Eva Gnbov
Bradley '£$, is * utomtypkbl
Caiholte MhoOl ffcWhe* who
sternly lectures he* students
about the teachings of Ihe
CbuwMwtHtdwgawbthings w
eternal hapni m$n in haavfcft,
purgatory,mortal sin Versus
venial sin, the importance of
prayer, and/ of «MHMie> *he
tfhuwh'f' Mkt <MM#ptWi\l of
abolition, birth ^ontrtol, and

homosexuality/;-!he thingwhich
make;}te.n-3puke/'
the play,isdirected by Ned
csaen tially a
Brown "9^
commentaryor*the traditions of
Othplteiam, and it «nw«* tb*
audience to question iw beliefs,
to ask whether the world can
r&&My be ottimdf *ft mopt
Wtfigiontf claiirn*
Dirwetor^dBr^Wndtatedhe
was '"attracted to the script
becauye % Jike Ch4st<*pheir
Du-rdrtg {tin* pf oywtifthQ * t
Wanted to do a comedy*
gomeibingJighthearteaVA satire
ihftt warn '* offensive." ttwwtk
ff JohN,
,lfoo nat«d that "VattM
Who i* a Catholic Priest, wally
liked it/1,
"Infewfew Wi th .G *>4 t*

*mf aMphywhteh<ontto Mf i tti*i
Christian Mil, WAn *>imi)a»iy
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With wacky humor and
imagination English Professor
James Boylan creates a community
of oddballs whose desires and
dissatisfactions are painfully true
to life. Although these characters
would never show up on
"Thirtysomething," they are
nonetheless sympathetic and multifaceted beings who will touch the
reader with their comic pursuit of
happiness.
Since 1962 a mine fire has been
burning in the town of Centralia,
Pennsylvania. Against the
background of desecrated homes
being slowly torn down and black
smoke billowing into the air, The
Planet tells the stories of nine of the
remaining residents whose wild
adventures all merge into one
another in a very funny, fictional
world.
Each of the nine, planet-named
chapters begins and ends with a
startling set of events which are
bound to come up later in the book.
The rabbit which goes flying
through a'window in chapter one
suddenly turnsupmidwaythrough
thestory, leadingusinto thelivesof
yet more strange Centralians.
The day-long story which takes
place on Easter shows, with a
deadpan senseofhumor,agroupof
peoplewho areall searchingtofulfill
their desires.
Whether it is Edith, who after
her breakup with Dwayne repeats:
"I just wanted people to like me,"or
Judith,who has a need to Uvea pure
life unencumbered by things like
clothes or her own hair, they all
yearn for some sort of satisfaction
in life.
The Outcast rides his burro
stealing electric appliances, but we
see that his lifestyle pales in

photo by Tara Taupier
comparison to the life his mother
leads. While bringing his random
group of prisoners to jail, Officer
Calgano gets sidetracked when he
hits a cat and wanders into the life
of yet another incredibly strange
person.
While these adventuresareones
created by the mind of Boylan,they
are captivating because of their
realism which is veiled by
outrageous humor and creativity.
Usually the beginning and end
of a novel are the most alive parts
and the middle often becomes
tedious. Here I found the reverse.
The body of the book is where
Boylan really gets momentum. At
the end it seemed to lose its creative
edge, and in the beginning of the
novel some of the humor seemed

strained and taken a step too far.
After Boylan gets warmed up
(or maybe after I got used to his
style) the story reallybegan to grab
me. It is especially funny the way
the stories of the different people
collide (sometimes literally) with
each other in the most unexpected
places. And the promise of a new
adventure with every turn of the
page kept me going.
Boylan leaves no loose ends in
the novel, and because it zooms
from place to place so frequently,
this was definitely a positive aspect.
He succeeds at making all the
outlandish stories play off each
other,combining them to createone
hysterical Easter Sunday.Q
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JRailroad Square Cinema
Between Main St.and College Ave.
&7&45:&
Last Show Tonight

last Show Tonight
Tbe<5rif ters. Hatedft. ShowingThurs^
SleepingWiththeEnemyxRated
R.Show&
May 2 at 7 p«n*u only. With AnjeKca
at
8:40.
i&i&tcs**, John Qx.sa.ckj, Annette Benning,
Directed by Stephen Frears,Based on.the
"Showing AH Week
novel by Jim Thompson. Nominatedfar
A Kiss Before Dying;Rated 8,Showsat
torn Academy Awards,The story of three
?-,40,and MO*
230,
con arfistsin whichthe questionis: "Who's
$hawsat 2:10,7:00,and
Qscar.RatedPC.
conning who?*
Mr.and Mrs-Bridge.^atedPC-lS.FrL, 9;20,
Mortal Thought,RatedRShows-at 7:20,
May 3through.Mon..,.May6 at7 and9p<*n<>
9-3D.
and
alsoat I p.m,on Sat. and Sttn. Tues,, May
Out
ForJnsfcice, Kated R. Shows at 2-2Q,
7 throughThurs,,May 9at&55 p.m..only.
?;1D
and &tG<
With Pa«t Mewman, Joanne Woodward.
•Teenage
Matant Ninfa Turtles Two*
Simon Callow, and Blyth-e Danner,
Rated
PG.
Shows
at 230.
Directed by James Ivory, Based on the
Wolves, Rated PC
With
Dances
novels of Evan S, CotineTLMade by the
1
;
4$
7:30,
and
Showing
at
sa*tri0peopfe whoga ve-us^A ftoarh With A
R. Shows at 2*00,
One
Good
Copi
Hated
View/ "Mr* and Mrs. Bridge" hasbeen
and
&25.
awarded Best Actressand Best Screenplay 7:10,
MATINfEES ON SATURDAY AND
by theNewYorkFOmCritics.Setirt Kansas
ONLY,
SUNDAY
City in the "30s and "40sthis filmteO$the
, and strictly
?M*X,i>i,j&S,,.MWdane
'
of
upj-W-middle*
an
TivcV
ali2e4
^lMon
classcouple,The drama "vdthiR thisplotis
what results because of Mr. Bridge's
repression and his"wife'ssubsequent selfoppression^ Worth Seeing
Hidden Agenda* Rated ft Showing
PORTLAND
Tuq&.j May 7 throughThurs.,May9 at&45
pjft. only. With Brad Dourif And Frances
AtRaoul's RoadsideAttraction; Thurs,,
M^ion-ind, Mtjjf o by Staart Copotend.
2,at #p.m<The Mellow Fellows,a' band
May
&ircct-edbyKenk>ach^
from
Chicago.$5cover.Fit,May 3,at 9 p.mv
Film FestivalSpecialJury Priae and center

Sfsfae Roots, "Ftettei-4'*be$t Wp*5*jNoJdns3

^*$ta^ovlchp^jforrxiiE-dbyviolinistMary
H«nt^<*elH^iCathieeftFQStserandpianist
JamesI^aialdlas, all rneiwhei»of the Bates.
tottSfr feofeft y- Fre$/ Otin Arfc^ Center
Concert Hall
The Winds of Maine Woodwind
-Quiatetin concert,f t L4 May 10,at 8*p,m.
W#hpisni^ Mark Howard^ *fc$ -qvuntet
waip^/oTmaprogramof "woi^byMo*^^
Pottienc, and Beethoven,Free. Q&& Arts
CenterConcettHall.
BOWDOIN COItEGB
KaihedneFottecPaitttings/DhrawistgSK
An OxhibitiOna^tecejtt vto]rl<sby K^t herin^
Fortejr from May 3through July 14v Free.
Maseum hoars- areTues*through Sat, 10
_n.-5 p.m,^ and Sun,IS pj »,For fvtrther
info cal 725-3275,
IJVINGCOXO^RinconcertF*rL,May
Sa.t *5p.ni,inMorrellGyranasiunv,Tickets,
are $16 and are- availableat" the Events
C#co^o-4twDniOn*B*illMoas0Rea?rds.
in Brwnswick; Record Exchange in
Portland;and Record Connection in
Waterville. For ftitther info cail725-3202.

corny cotuecE
THE UNIVERSITY OFMAINE
1991 Student Art Exhibition: April 15-

May 3. 110 works of 40 sii^enis-printis*
paintings,- drawings, mixed media,
photography, and ^tuptum University of
Maine-Musetira of Art,. Carnegie Hall. Free
and opentopubKc. GaiieryoperiBaj n^'SQ
p>m> MorvTtiev Thurs^ and Fri>? 8 a.jn^S
p.m,Wed,r 'and 1-4 p,m.Saturday. CaU5Sl3255.
BATES COUMGB
The Co-uple Presented Thurs^ Mf^y 2
through Sun., May 5r ,, with repea t
performances May 7-*12j"hy"Sa*qs^'festival^''
Theatre. Tfce Englislt-fetnguagepremiere of
thoplaybyG20choslov^kianp !ayvv>titeJu!i-u»
Bar«i-fva*n+ Pe$cribed m "m e-<pre$$ioni$tic
comedy about:a man tryingto shake off the
devil and find freedom. Directedby leading
Czfeeh director Vladi&tir Stmisko. Gannett
Theater Pettigmw Ha,fl. Admission; $5/$3*
Advancercs*5^*^tioniK7&6*6l6l>
Faculty Concert,Fri, May 3,at 8 p.m* A
program of watte by Beethoven and

'The Cools, thelhief^ His Wif^and
Her LoVer" i? Sti"-A Fiim Of the Week.
ShowingThur^-Satat '? afld 9il$ p +m>m
Lovejoy KKJ.Also showingSat.r May 4at3
p,rn.
Ann ArB^r FU m Festiv-d-Part1at 7i3&
p.m< in Given A*ud.itodtt*n onTh-ors^May
2. PartTwo fe same time, same place, on
Fri May3.
^
Colhy Sym phony Orchestra, Colhy
College Chorale,, and Colhy Kermehec
ChoralSociety in cancertpresents Mozart?
Requiem.K. 626 on Sat.r May 4 and Sun.,.
May 5at # p.m-i n LoriroerCpapeJ.
Colhy Pottery Clul?*&Mbitand Sale,
Thursday,May% ftom 9= a»m.-4 p.m..in the
StudentCenter lobby.
Pequod Readingsj ThtirSv, May 9 at 7
p^m. in the Coffeehouse.
SENIOR ART SHOW ' Open* m
Runnals en Wednesday*May S, from 45:3^.Showmgthrough^adtiation.t*>ON*T
M1$$|T!
The Musewm: of Art in Bixler is
temporarilyunder renovation.Stay tuned
fornows of the opening.
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'You know whose knows Tex Mex
By Charles Beeler and

Matt Scott-Hansen
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS
For our first week as food critics, we decided to try something new at an old Colby
favorite: Smoke-Free You Know Whose (its
name has recently been changed to 55 East
Concourse) and their new Tex Mex menu.
We decided to try a variety of things on
both the Tex Mex and the regular menu.
From Tex Mex we ordered a burrito with chili
($2.75) and an enchilada with turkey and
cheddar ($3.25), and from the original menu
we ordered a Broome Street Burger Basket: a
cheese and bacon burger on pita with salad

and chips ($4.50), with an appetizer of nachos
($3.75). While waiting for the food to arrive
we browsed through the menu to see what
else we could be eating.
If there is nothing you like better than
pepperoni and other spicy meat dishes,
intermingled(of course)with veggies, 55 East
Concourse has got you covered. There are
many different salads, sandwiches, and
burgers to choose from, not to mention pizza
with homemade whole wheat crusts.
And if you partake of a more strictly
vegetarian way of life, you'll be happy to
know that 55 East Concourse accommodates
you with plenty of vegetarian meals to choose
from .All the mealsare very reasonably priced.
Our nachos arrived quickly and our feast

began. For those of you who don't like your
nachos swamped with cheese, you will be
very satisfied, and the guacamole is worth
the extra $.75.Despite the crowd,which tend s
to include Colby students, the service was
speedy.
The burger was ordered medium, but
arrived well-done. However, the accompanying salad with cracked pepper dressing
(all the dressings are homemade) more than
made up for this.
The enchilada had a real kick to it and was
our top recommendation, especially if you
like spicy food. The burrito was made with
homemade chili and was a less spicy (but just
as good) alternative to the enchilada.
For dessert were large, homemade,

chocolate-chip cookies, served warm if you
want, at 3 for $1.00, and serve-yourself coffee/tea.
55 East Concourse is located downtown
in Waterville at—can you guess?— 55 East
Concourse (ri ght across from Ames). If you
don't already know whereit is, however, it's
a bit hard to find. The round sign which sticks
out perpendicular to the row of buildings is
what you're looking for.
Our overall recommendation: the new
Tex Mex menu. But even if you're not into
Mexican food, 55 East Concourse is still a
great grill with an appealing pub-like atmosphere. The food is good, the service is good,
and the prices are good.Q

to be revisited .
There'sa lot riding on Matt Dillon's career
with "A Kiss Before Dying." It's been quite a
while since Dillon's last film , "Drugstore
Cowboy/' Though it was definitely a good
film, it was not a high budget, major release.
Before "Drugstore" Dillon hadn't had a successful film since 1983, with "The Flamingo
Kid."
Similarly, Sean Young has had her share
of successes and failures ("No Way Out" and

The Boost" respectively),but she has yet to
prove herself as a box office draw in her own
right. So, she's got a lot riding on this too.
Scripted and directed by James Dcarden,
"A Kiss Before Dying"is tense and terrifying
at times, but docs not possess the overall
electricity of 'Fatal Attraction ," the film to
which it has been compared most frequen tly.
It starts at the University of Pennsylvania
where Jonathan Corliss (Matt Dillon) meets
Dorothy Carlsson (Sean Young), a wealthy

heiress to the Carlsson Copper fortune. They
go to the Philadel phia Town Hall to get
married, but arrive during lunch hour. They
decide to go up to the roof of the building to
check out the view while they wait. Jonathan
sits on the ledge and coaxes his fiancee to do
the same. She does, and v he pushes her off,
plunging her to her death.
- Next, he sends a suicide note, which is
actually a poem that sho had written to him
Kiss continued on page 13

Suspense thrillers not what they used to be
By M. Scott Barkham
STAFF WRITER

Why can't thoy make them like they used
to, or even like they just did? "A Kiss Before
Dying" is similar to many of the suspense
thrillers which precede it: it holds a lot of
potential, but for some reason the incredible
sexual and psychological tension once created
by Glenn Close and Michael Douglas has yet

Gonna make you sweat . with these albums
By Dan Kaymont
JAZZY-S CURB
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FISHBONE-THE REALITY OF MY SUR
ROUNDINGS

In "The Reality of My Surroundings,"
Fishbone portrays several styles of music
including ska,reggae,funk,and speedmetal.
Between Angelo's screaming vocals and an
explosivebrass section, "Feeshbone,"is quite
an earful. Their lyrics only add to intensif y
their music.
Music seemsto be taking an ever stronger
political stance. However,the question may
be asked:are peopleactually listening to the
words and understanding their message?
With lyrics as poignant as Fishbone's, the
message can hardly be avoided. The music
and lyrics on this album punch you smack in
the face. It's the kind of punch to which one
says, "Thank you, I needed that."

One Acts

Continued f r o mp age1Q
thaugltf»prDVnking, The play takesplaCe
in lieaven, and God and Gahrielact as
guides for a young man whodied while
saving*an old woman f rombeittgattacked*
The yO%ing man, played hy Chrj s
Ahhot, questions the existence of Cod,
asking/ "If there is a God, why does he
allow suffering?**
The most challenging a-jpeci of the
play, for j ftr$t4ime director Saroantha
Kissel,was"the time constraintS/andalsojr
getting [from the actorsi what I felt was
right white not being overbearing/-'
God, who wa» portrayed hy Karoey
Hatch'Hasmallactor/wasaroleintended
for a tall man with a deep voice, said

Angelo claims that if so many people
think like he does, then they can't be wrong.
Much of this album is directed at George
Bush, "It's a pile of shit in the White House/
and I'm gonna step on in when I'm visiting/
so I can drag it more/all across your flag."
"The Reality Of My Surroundings" is a
socially responsible album, bu t it's also just
plain great music. On a sweat scale from one
bead to ten beads,Jazzy gives this one an 11.
(The higher the number, the more danceable
it is.)
C &C MUSIC FACTORY-GONNA
MAKE YOU SWEAT
Okay, so "Everybod y Dance Now" is
played out. So played out that even our
parents are familiar
with the tune. However, no need to fret,
because there are at
least six more tracks
on this album which
are just as sweaty.
What makes this
group so unique, is
that for the most part
their music is all their
own. There is little, if
any, sampling involved.
"Just a Touch of
Love,"one of the finer
tracks on the album,is
rivaled only by the
music of Black Box
and the 49ers. It consists of a progression of
vocal cues, synthesizer, drums, and bass. It
doesn't get much funkier.
Move over "Low Rider." "Wake up and
smell the glove,"because a new cruisin' ten-

minute tune just pre-empted your ass! It
begins with a monotonous bass. The drum
beat kicksin and out and Zelma Davissoothes
the mind with her "doo doo doos." Freedom
Williams then demonstrates his low, resonant, rapping voice.
Jazzy rates this album eight and a half
beads of sweat! Its artists have even graciously provided slower paced dance tracks
in which the dancers may recuperate from
their sweat indulgence.
HOODOO GURUS-KINKY
Midnight Oil, Divinyls, Hunters and
Collectors,and Hoodoo Gurus are just a few
of the more original bands from Australia.
One element they share is the unique sound
of each of their
singers' voices.
Dave Faulkner of
the Hoodoo Gurus
stands out with his
nasally, whining,
but somehow wonderful voice.
"Kinky," the
Guru's fifth album,
is loveable from the
first listen. They too
havebeen swept up
in the psychedelic
storm. This adds a
new twist to their
music.
"A Place in the
Sun" begins with a
reverberating guitar and is then joined by
another guitar,bass and drums. "Hey girl/
its a new world/lets have a little fun/don't
stay hidden away/come and join everyone/

...don't wait/procrastinate/take a chance if
you dare/I wanna take you there/find a

RiSsel, "Yet KarneyCarried it off with jo st
as much presence and transmitted power
without fceih&huge/' .
Another unique aspect of the play was
the fact that CEahwel, played hy Dan
RaymDnt '91, wa& portrayed as a Mexican,
Sayntont's Gahriel brought another
humorous aspect to the play* Explaining,
"Hell is *funky groove!"to the bewildered
young man, he provided many laugh*with
his¦
suave,yet lighthearted manner*
u Wu«te!-Flnrtime--y^direeled by James
Kelley '93, wa$ not quite as outwardly
humorous as Ihe first two, as it dealt with
theissue of greedx
Itobttt C-taw&hawy M*Pv played by John
fringe* '93, is conf ronted by the solicitor
Denis Clifton, played by Timothy Seston
'93, who presents Crawshaw with a

proposition!, he Will recejrve50,000 pound?
if he change* his name to *Wwr"**ei*** The play revolves around the
Flummery.
Crawshaw household, and the thought"
process which Anally leads Craw-shawto
accept
¦ Ciif ton's of fen
-Thisplay waswritten in l$lS>aa Milne
was a soldier in Ihe trenches of France in
World War I* Although a great deal ha*
changed sincethe-ri/themessageoftheplay
is still Just as valid* Every material gain
comes with a price/ Kelley stated.
Kelleyalsopointed Out the fact that this
playr unlike the others, is not an outright
farceor drama,rather,"it isa comedy which
contains a message/*
«£mpry tn V aplaywhich focuses on an
average, yet dysfunctional, American
middle-classfamUv/pottraysthecharacters

as stereotypes, taking place "anywhere ix
America,anytime/'
Director Scott Callan -"9**., who has hac
experience'aa an actor, stated, *This is hv*
first time on the other side of the fence*J
found it challenging to find a balance
between doing things the right way, while
beingfaj F to both theactorsand thescript/
The offectiveness of the play,he added, 'Is
nol in whal the characters say so much as
h ow th e words are said."
The Spring One-Acts Festival proved tc
he a success,as each night the plays wer<
performed for sold-out audiences* Powdei
& Wig produced a seriesof well-acted anc
directed,entertain!ugplayJ*.&esure to catcl
the Coffeehouse One-Ads next weekend,
and Twelfth Night, which opens on Maj
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Country Kitchen Bakers is searching for Sales Supervisors . If you
possess a high school diploma , 2-3 years of Route Sales experience with at least one of those years in supervisory role, we
would like to speak to you. B.S. Degree in Management may be
substituted for supervisory experience.

Company Car
Hea lth Care Plan
Dental Plan
Eye Ca re Plan
Life Insurance

1

+ Profit Sharing Retirement Plan
+ 401(k) Retirement Plan
+ Scholarship Plan
+ Paid Holidays
+ Vacation

^____^
H5 £ff756 1

Tony Nedilc
Director /Human Resources

"EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER"
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O CLOTHIN G A SOWINGI GOODS
Main Street • Fairfield

Qualified applicants , please submit resume with cover letter
stating salary requirements to:

F.R. Lepage Bakery, Inc.
P.O. Box 1900
Auburn . ME 04211-1900
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SALES SUPERVISOR

place in the sun."
In addition to the upbeat garagcrocking
tracks,the Gurus also possess a slowerballad
side. "Castles in the Air"begins "once I build
a castle in the air/only you and I/in a blue
blue sky/we'd leave behind the weight of
worldly acres/...every pleasure /always
holds an equal shareof pain/but it all works
out/ 1 have no doubt." This is followed by a
series of wails by Faulkner, which are answered by a guitar.
"1000 Miles Away" is another track in
which they demonstrate their effective use of
harmonies to increase the tear inducing content. "Kinky"is classified in two ways,sweat
and tears. From a sweaty perspective it
receives a nine. From a teary perspective, it
also receives a 9 nine.Q
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Kiss

continued from p a g e11
that could imply suicide.
The police are satisfied that it is,
in fact, suicide,and decide (according to her father 's wishes) to keep
the whole thing quiet. Fortunately,
Dorothy had a twin sister (also
played by Sean Young ) who was
not satisfied.
J ohnathan , the sociopathic
murderer, manages to take on the
identity of an unknown man and
moves to New York, where he becomes involved with Dorothy Carlsson's twin sister. (Since the
two had never met previously,how
was she to know?) The two wind up
getting married,and every time that
someone comes along with information about Dorothy 's death,
Jonathan (now Jay) manages to get
to them first.
One interestingaspect of the plot
is Dillon 'scharacter. Hecomesfrom
a broken home where his father left
the family while he was still young.
There is tension and resentment
within his relationship with his
mother, who worked incredibly
hard to put him through Penn. But
Johnathan wants to be part of the
wealthy in America, and homes in
on the Carlsson famil y, with
daughters his age as his ticket.
In an interview,Dillon describes
Jonathan as "a sociopath" which is
different from a psychopath in that
he knows what he's doing is evil,
but does it anyway. It would have
been better to see more of his character.
Dillon is not bad as ihe killer,
but there were times when it was
hard to believe that one of "The
Outsiders" could actually make it
on Wall Street. Sean Young's performance was acceptable, if not inspiring.
But the blame should not be

placed on the actors for this film, it
should be placed on the script.
The story was hard to believe at
times. Thenumberof instances that
Johnathan was successful in covering up his various murders was
unrealistic.
Thou gh James Dearden is not
particularly successful with his
script,he is not bad as a director. He
uses some really interesting shots,
especially during some of the murders and surprise scenes. The last
shot of the film , of a y o ung
Johnathan, definitely echoes the
scenes of Stanley Kubrick in "The
Shining" and "A Clockwork Orange." Unfortunately, Dearden's
work only echoes someone else's
original brilliance.Q

Club

continued f rompage 9
as detailed descriptions of
where the athletic department can
hel p out. At the same time, the athletic department should reciprocate
with more serious consideration for
this successful and important athletic arena. These reports along with
student interest and progress of the
team should determine an adequate
and reasonable budget for the next
season.
Now that we have our varsity
and I-PLAY programs back on track,
it s time to turn our attention to club
sports. With a little funding, and a
little attention there is no telling how
far these club sports might progress.
Take a look at a most recent club
sport, skiing, that finally got the attention necessary to turn it to a varsity program .This team went from a
simple club sport to Div II champs
and is soon to become Colby's first
Div. I competitors. Give sailing,
crew,rugby,aridwaterpolothesame
sort of attention, and Colby will be
turning out athletes in droves.Q

Letters

cont
in ued frompage 8

excellent education. These
characteristics still hold true, but
now I see another side to the Colby
experience. Colby, like any other
collegestrives to improve itself.This
is admirable, but the methods of
change alienate the average Colby
student from the process. I believe
that the problem is twofold: 1) the
administration and the student
leaders do not make efforts to include the student bod y in decisions
and, 2) student apathy. It is important that the student body is a part
of the political process because we
are the ones affected by the decision,
and, secondly, a liberal arts education should teach students to be an
active participant in our democratic
system.
There havebeen many recent
decision
which
have
accumulatively changed Colby.
Non Stu-A students have been
discouraged from hosting Student
Center parties. The curriculum is
undergoing possible changes, and
the general student body is informed only after the issues are
decided. Students who live in rooms
with balconies have been ordered
not to use the balconies at all. A
disproportionate amount of sixperson rooms have been made "coed" housing. I am not against "coed" housing, but a single-gender
gr oup does not have equal opportunity because "co-ed" housing
draw is one week earlier. A couple
of lounges are being made into
housing, thus,reducing the amount
of areas for social events. Individually, these actions may not seem
important, but as the list lengthens
it alters our lives without our input.
Maybe the whole post-fraternity structurecalled Stu-A needs

SENIOR ART SHOW

MAY 8-26, 1991
ALFOND ARCADE BIXLER AND STRIDER LOBBY RUNNELS
|t|j^ Featuring the Art of. - .-3?J|'ggM5ggM

l****

SHOW OPENING
WEDNESDAY MAY 8TH 4:00 - 5:30 AT RUNNELS
¦
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$50 PRIZE to whomever Returns the Most Bottles by the end of April

$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$ $$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
* Enter a Weekly Drawing for $10.00 of Free Gas with Any $10.00 Purchase.
* Mon. & Wed. Buy a 10" Pizza and Get a One Item Pizza Free!

* Friday & Satur day Buy a 15" Pizza and Get another FREE!
* We sell: Discount Beer,Wine,Fresh Dough Pizza,and Hot & Cold Sandwiches.

Busch 1/4 barrels-- $23.33++
Schaefe r Bar bottles -»$10.44++

alterations or a complete redoing.
How can the system be altered to
develop channels for an average
student's input and/or dialogue
with leaders and / or rallying student action? Does Stu-A question
administrative decisions? There
may be a need to form an independent organization to focus on
this.
We students must voice our
concerns without having to be
asked. I do notthinkColby students
are as outspoken as students at
Wesleyan or Vassar,unfortunately,
but I do not think we can blame
apathy until there is a structure
which allows us to be nonapathetic.Q

Chem-free

continued from page 3

the informational sheet sent to
students earlier this year,there was
still enough interest to start a pilot
program.
Johnston does not think that there
will be any major problems with
enforcing the chem-free arrangement.
"I think that punishment won't
be an issue because the students all
went into this voluntarily,"he said.
Johnston believes that it will be
nice for people who choose to live
chem-free to wake up on Sunday
mornings and not find the bathrooms dirty and smelly.
"Hopefully, interest will grow
after next year," he said.Q

Advising
continued from p age 1

get to know more professors in
their major, "they don't really get
to know them in a single year,"
said Kaliff.. It also calls for all
faculty advisors to establish
"advising office hours " of a
minimum of four hours per week
during the two week preregistration period.
Members of the advising subcommittee compared Colby's
advising system with other
NESCAC schools including Bates,
Bowdoin , Middl ebury, and
Williams. Most of the schools
allowed sophomores a choice of
their advisors, but none had an
extensive upperclass advising
system. Each member of the subcommittee also interviewed
several students and faculty
members at Colby.
Because the faculty planning
committee has been busy this year
with curriculum changes, it has
not drafted its own proposals. Tlie
Stu-A suggestions will be given to
the faculty to review.
"We've got some great ideas
and I think we can make the
advising system a lot better," said
Kaliff.Q

Overseas
t&n&nu£<Lf rom,
9
p ag&

learned so much jmsuch
aconcentratedantountoftime*
Btitin reference to my friend's
response, I have heard little
academic boasting when it
comes to certain Colby Programs,
specifical ly
Cuernavaca,Me*dcoand Cork,
Ireland- My friend In Cork
wrote that J should prepare to
¦
"downshift-''into Ireland academtesbecausetheyhave been
hardly challenging."Thework
Is minimal, and even so you
have AGES to do the worlc*
Procrastination is not only ignored it is practically encnur*
^
aged/-* are my friend's words,
verbatim. The free time allotted hy this type of curriculum
supposedlyallows students to
"drink"in the cultureandvlsit
neighboringcountries, So my
question then, is: Is the trade
off Worth it? The masses seem
to think so,but J disagree.
1will go to Cork, meet
new and different people/ but
while I'm there, will I learn
anythingabout literature?According to my friend^ reaping
fhe benefits of the cultural life
in Cork, Ireland Is at the ex*
pense of a good academic curriculum.This makes me fear
that my academies will be neglected as a result of other ex*
periences . I had hoped that I
could enjoy new and exciting
activities away from Mayflower Hill and yet still get a
quali ty English education.I f I
participate inaColbyProgram,
this may not he the case.Many
people at this school would
j ustify this loss of challenging
academicsby saying that after
Iwo years of hard work it is
nice to have a break. Unfortunately, the thought of spending $17,000 for a glorified va«
cation is disturbing* Ideally,
we are all here paying $£MK)0
a year, many of -us burdened
by sizeable student loans, so
that we may U(trn,
I have also heard the argument that it is nice to have
that easy semester to Improve
one'sQ PA*Well,if weare here
lo learn, then easy semesters
shou ldn't be a concern, right?
I am not say ing that I
think the programs abroad
should be so difficult that yon
spend all yourtime studying,
fcut if we are here to get an
education, one side of that
education should not be ignored/ while the other is exploited- The wh ole theory be*
hind a liberal arts education i$
well- routtdedness* 1 don't
wantto grad uate with a degree
j(n English, with only three
years of "real" English cduca*
(Ion. I'd feel like I was lyingXl

Attention:
Stereophiles or stereo lovers,

designer and b uil d er of qua lity speakers is looking f or reps for

the 1991-92 school year. If interested in earning free speakers or good
' commissio ns,please call Rob (79) at 871-7133. Leave a message witha
a number and a time that I can return your call.

Colby softball 5-14as season comes to close
tough games on Friday, Colby played really
well against [Gordon]," and benefitted from
"maintaining a high level of concentration on
both days," Coach Laura Halldorson said.
After losing two close games to what
Halldorson called "avery strong UNE team,"
Colby showed its true colors the next day by
coming from behind to nip Gordon 5-4 in the
first game and shut them out 2-0in the finale.
In the opener, after scoring in the second
and fifth on RBI singles by Erin Kelly '91,
Colby entered the bottom of the sixth trailing
Gordon 4-2. But a three-run sixth put the
Mules on top for the victory.
Kristen Lehan '94 opened the flood gates
with a pinch-hit single, and after Lehan was

By Jonathan Walsh
ASST. SPOUTS EDITOR

The women's softball team made up for a
doubleheader loss to UNE (3-1,3-0) on Friday
by coming back the next day to take two from
Gordon College (5-4,2-0) behind the pitching
of Maria Kim '93.
Kim logged 18 innings pitched for Colby
(5-14), which was home for the weekend, as
the White Mules swept its first doubleheader
of the season on Saturday. Despite losing two

By Paul Argiro
SPORTS EDITOR
The men's lacrosse team is 10-2
and can only qualify for the
tournament with a win over
Wesleyan - and its 17 first-year
players - on May 4.
Bill Bush '94 scores a lot of goals
on attack. Peter Perroni '91 scores a
lot of goals on attack and they call
him Chief. They beat Babson on
Saturday,their third and final home
game, 13-7 and both Bush and
Perroni scored a lot of goals. But
they can't win without their unsung
heroes, the defense.
"The key to our success this
year," said Coach Charlie Corey,
"has been our defense. They have
just been awesome."
Colby's unbelievable defensive
prowess starts with Greg Mahoney
'92 on face-of fs,who few have been
able to touch this year. If he does
lose one, however, it will be tough
to score, because of Bruce Fougere
'92 and Derek Rozycki '93.

replaced by pinch-runner Paige Brown '91,
Sherrie Bossie '92 reached on an error and
Kristin Ellinger '93 walked to load the bases.
Jule Gordeau '93 evened the score with a
two-run single, knocking in Brown and
Bossie, and the Mules took the lead when
Kelly's sacrifice brought in Ellinger f or her
third RBI of the game.
Kim came on in the fourth and finished up
to take the victory, upping her record to 3-5
with a two-hit complete-game shutout in the
second, her Second seven-inning stint of the
weekend. The White Mule sweep was
contributed to by "big plays defensively,
including two runners thrown out at the
plate," Halldorson said.

The four big guns for these longstick defenders are Tri-captains
Peter Ginolfi '91,Jason Mazzola '91
and Andy Benson '92,and Jim Burke
'92. These are the guys in the
trenches, fighting off the usually
quicker and sneakier attackmen
who dare take a shot on Rozycki or
Fougere.They fi ght ,they poke,they
annoy so the teamcan keep winning
and others can keep scoring.
To be a quality defenseman,you
have to be unselfish. And middle
Mark Mellyn '91 defines that. "He
is our most unselfish player. He
gets the ball on faceoffs and
immediately looks for the open
man,"said Corey. He doesn't score
many goals, th at's not his job. He
sets them up.
A position not too popular in
Division III lacrosse is long stick
middie. Basically, you take a guy
who has been playing middie most
of his days and you give him a
longer stick. Nobody has adjusted
to that better than Chris Caponi '91.
Alread y he has been named
Defensive Player of the Week and Eric Russman takes a shot
he plays with an intensity

p hoto by Tara Ta upier

Critic al Point
I was jwt thinking,
-Asa follow-uplo last week's
excellent article on sports barsi
$txtti,%WH doesn't carry news
thatisasimpoJtfant as CNN,but
I guarantee lhal "The Total
Sports Network" would attract
just as big ah audience* Maybeeven a bigger one now that the
war Is over,
-What superstition is II
e#<te% Coach fteUr*M0, that
has propelled the affectionately
dubbcd^olbyNinc"lo ttie.50a
neighbofhead^oodhiKiugand
good -pitching t W.
- 4 suppose we will only be
able to jud ge Coach Paula
Abtmd's decision to ancel
$ptlng practices wh<* n th*
Women 's Tennisteam opensup
its season this fall.
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unparalleled by anyone else.
"Caponi has done a great job all
year,"added Corey. "He's great on
man-down and he can clear the ball
well."
Babson came in on Saturd ay
with a player who was named
Offensive Player of the Week last
week with something like 20 points.
And "Benson just shut him out,"
said Corey. "Our defense has justbeen awesome."
Their defense was so good
Saturdaythat Mazzola, who usually
finds himself behind the opposing
net, recorded an assist. "
And let's not forget the goalies.
Colby has two of the best in Rozycki
and Fougere. One's a sophomore
and the other's a junior so they will
be even tougher to beat next year.
Rozycki stopped Babson on
Saturday with 12 saves while
Fougere was nursing a separated
shoulder.
"It's onl y separated ," said
Fougere. "I could play tomorrow."
That was Friday and that 's
Fougere's attitude ?

of the week

Maria Ktm 93

p ltoto by Tara Taup ier

Yes, it's that time of the week again when wc give out the prestigious
Devastator Award , For those of you who don't know but have been
reading this section of sports, Devastator goes to the athlete who shows
- | some unbelievable stuff during the week. This week'sathlete who showed
some unbelievable stuff is Maria Kim '93 of the softball team.
Kim logged 18 innings of pitching this past weekend including two
wins, one of which was a two-hit shutout against Gordon. On Friday, sho
pitched a complete game loss to UNE in the first game. Then on Saturday
she came in for four innings against Gordon, getting the victory. In the
second game against Gordon, she worked the complete seven innings,
allowingjusttwohits.Congratulntionsagain to iron-woman Maria Kim.Q

j Recycle this Echo j
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Colby scored its only run of thedayagainst
UNE in the first game when Gordeau reached
on a double and was brought home by Julie
DiMilla's '93 single in the first inning. The
White Mules managed only threehits the rest
of the game as it was downed by UNE 3-1,
and matched its first-game c. 'put with five
more hits in the second game, as it fell again,
this time 3-0. One bright spot however, was
the Colby pitching, to which Kim and Kris
Owens '93 contributed complete game
performances on Friday.
After Friday's tough losses,Saturday was
"especiallygood,"Halldorson said,and "was
the best we've played all season. Hopefully
we'll finish strong."Q

Scoreboard... Scoreboard'... Scoreboard..
.Scoreboard...
Baseball
4/27 Hartwick 9 Colby 7
4/28 Amherst 17 Colby 4
4/30 UMaine 12 Colby 1
5/3 at Trinity 3:00
5/4 at Wesleyan (2) 1:00
5/8 BATES
Softball
4/26 UNE 3 Colby 1
UNE 3 Colby 0

4/27 Colby 5 Gordon 4
Colby 2 Gordon 0
4/30 Salem State 11 Colby 1
Salem State 13 Colby 6
5/3 BOWDOLN 3:30
5/4 NESCAC Tourney

Women's Lacrosse
4/19 Colby 10 Wellesley 1
4/20 Tufts 10 Colby 7
4/27 COLBY 16 Bridgewater 2
4/29 Colby 7 Plymouth St. 3
5/7 at Bates 3:30

Men's Lacrosse
4/27 Colby 13 Babson 7
5/4 at Wesleyan 1:00
5/8 ECAC Quarterfinals TBA

Men's Track
4/27 3rd at NESCACs
5/4 NE Div. m Champs, at
Colby 12:00

Women's Track
4/27 2nd at NESCACs
5/1 MAINE INVITATIONAL 3:00
5/3-4 NE Div. IE Champs at Tufts
9:00

Golf
4/28-29 8th at NESCACs
5/7 BATES 1:00
All caps designates home games.

Track

Griffin '91 singled in two runs to put Colby ahead 7-5.
AND THE ENVELOPE PLEASE:The Donald P. Lake and
The two losses put Colby at 10-12 on the year and as of this
the Marjorie D. Either awards go to the "members of the senior writing,still had to play UMO which is working on a 20 game
class who have shown outstanding athletic ability,leadership, winning streak.
and academic accomplishment.The award is based on athletic
MY KINGDOM FOR A BIRDIE: On a sadder note, the
ability in one or more sports, leadership in athletics and men'sgolf teamtravelledto TaconicCountry Club at Williams,
campus, and academic accomplishments." And the winners Mass., and finished eighth out of eight teams at NESCACs.
are Marc Gilberston and Kim Derrington.
"We blew,"said Jeff Hartwell '91who shot an 80-87-167 for the
The E.W. Millett Award belongs to the man and woman weekend tournament which ended Monday. "It was a tough
who "in his/her four yearsas an undergraduatehas contributed course and the guys didn't play up to par."
the most to athletics at Colby." The winners of the Millett
Clint Williams '91,a man who has been knocking the cover
Award are Kevin Whitmore, Sally ,White, and Debra off the ball in practice shot a 82-87-169. Other scoring for Colby
MacWalter.
wereas follows: Jack Higgins '9394-85-179,Paul Froio '9391And the Norman White Award is given to the "man and 94-185,Todd Alexander'92 94-97-191. On Thursday,the team
woman who have showed inspirational leadership and will play Bates for an abridged version of the CBB. Bowdoin
sportsmanship." The winnersof this award are Eric Russman doesn't have a team so Brandeis will join in the festivities.
and Kay Cowperthwait.
FROM HERE TO THE FLAG POLE, PAR FIVE:
Congratualtions to all these seniors on their awards and Congratulations are in order for Mark Fallon '91 and Paul
good luck in the future.
Argiro '92who took first place in the First Annual Campus Golf
AT THE HALL OF FAME: The Colby Nine travelled to Tournament with a combined score of 69 for the nine holes on
Cooperstown,NY,thispastweekendtoplayintheCooperstown Saturday. Fallon shot the day's best round with a 34, even
Tournament. Unfortunately, the Mules dropped two games though he had to be dragged out of bed at 11:55 a.m. to play.
below .500 after losing to Hartwick on Saturday and Ahmerst
But the clutch shot came on the ninth hole. Lying two in
(#3 in New England) on Sunday.
front of Piper on the ri ght side, Fallon had a tough shot for
Against Amherst,Colby walked 14batters while giving up birdie. But with some Irish luck, he worked it around the big
17 runs to the Lord Jeffs in what was the consolation game. oak in front of Johnson and was able to nail the library steps on
Amherst was able to score twice in the first inning on bases- twobounces. It provedtobe the winningshot of thetournament.
loaded walks off Tri-captain Mike McRae '91. The Lord Jeffs
Steve Collier '91started the day off well nailing the left
went on to win 17-4 and improved their record to 17-7.
bush in front of Chaplin on his tee shot for the day's first;, and
On Saturday, Hartwick came up with a threerun homer off only, hole in one. Tve never done that before,"said a shocked
of Tri-captain Steve Marshall '91 in the bottom of the eighth Collier. Congratulation s to everyone who played and to Liz
inning to pull out the victory 9-7. Coming into the game, Oimino '92,Joh n Rimas '92,Jill Collett '92 and everyone else
Marshall had a 0.45 ERA. In the top half of the eighth, Tom who organized the event ?

Alumni Lacrosse team p layed Sunday .

Continued from p age16
Coach Debbie Aitken was pleased with the meet, saying,
"Williamswastough to beat. They had too much depth. I was
very pleased by the performances.There werea lot of personal
records. Next week at New Englands, the meet will also be
between Tufts, Williams and Colby, but there will be some
strongcompetitionfrom SalemSt.,FitchburgSt.,and Brandeis."
The men's team also had some solid performances. First
place finishes included Chris Richards '92 in the javelin, Tom
Cappozza '92 in the long jump, surpassing 22' for the first time
at Colby,Kent Thompson '91,who nearly qualified for Nationals
in the 1500m at 14:54, and Warren Shearer '94, who won the
1500m with the fastest time by a Division III athlete this spring
at 4:00.67.
Other strong performanceswereput in by Pat Skulley'94,
who placed third in the high jump at 6'6" (a first-year record he has jumped6'8"in high school), Ben Trevor '93,who placed
third in the 1500m and sixth in the 800m, running in the slow
heat by mistake.
Shearer and Trevor will be top seeds in the 1500m. Marc
Gilbertson '91 finished fourth in the 1500m, and qualified for
Division HI. Greg Rideout '92 also ran well in the 10,000m,
placing fifth.
In the field events, Joe Tarnbourini '92 did well, placing
third in the hammer throw and Tri-captain Todd Urquhart '91
placed third in the discuss on his last attempt. Also,the 4x400m
relay placed sixth.
Coach Wescott was very pleased. "It was nice to beet both
Bates and Bowdoin," he said. "I was pleased by the fan
support. I hope it will be equally as strong this Saturday at
Division Ill's.It would benicetofinish in the top ten."Thereare
25 teams participating.
On May 3-4,both the men and women'steamshaveEMvision
Ill's. The men's will be here and the women's will be at Tufts,
and judging from this week,both teamswill be tough to beat?

Photo by Tara Taupier

By Paul Argiro

SPORTS EDITOR
The women's lacrosse team is
now waiting. They have done all
that they could this season and now
they must wait. The ECAC selection
committee is meeting next Monday
and the women hope that their 6-5
record including two wins this
weekend over Bridgewater State
(16-2) and Plymouth State(7-3) will
be enough to be included in the
four team tournament.
"It's too early to tell if we can
make it," said Coach Deb Pluck.
"There are some games being
played this week that will determine
it." The lacrosse season is virtually
over as far as the ECAC committee
is concerned. Colby's final game
will be played next Tuesday at Bates
but decisions will bemade Monday.
"We weren't able to play Bates
[on-the 24th] because they had a
chicken pox epidemic. We hope the
ECAC committee will take that into

consideration when they decide,"
said Pluck.
If Colby had played and won it
would have helped its cause for the
ECACs. Even so, the two wins last
weekend helped its cause.
On Monday, Plymouth State
came into town with a 9-2 record.
Granted, their schedule isn't the
toughest in the ECACs but they are
"really improved, especially over
the last two years," according to
Pluck.
Their game plan was to keep
running and change positions
frequentl y in hopes of confusing
the Mules. But it didn't work.
Behind two goals from Margaret
Mauran '91 and one each from Sara
Weiland '93, Abigail Cook '91 and
Liz Frado '92, the Mules jumped
out to a 5-3 half time lead.
Kay Cowperthwait 91 was the
story in net as she held Plymouth at
bay and got insurance goals 'from
Mauran (her third of the day) and
Weiland (her second and seventh
in two games).
"It is amazing to watch

photo by Tara Taupier

K.K. Smith

[Cowperthwait] p lay," said Pluck.
"It's gonna be tough without her
next year."Cowperthwait ha&been
nursing a shoulder injury for the
last half of the season but she was
still able to come up with eight saves
Monday.
"With her sore shoulder,she can
only clear the ball five or ten yard s,"
added Pluck. "We're luck y
nobody's picked up on it yet."
On Saturday, the women
walked all over Brid gewater State
for an easy 16-2 victory. By half
time,it was over as the Mules found
themselves up 9-2.
"Our passing connections were
excellent -everyone played a strong
game," said Pluck. "Bridgewater is
much improved over last year,"
Colby was just the better team that
day.
So with their record now 6-5
and Bates waiting the day after
selections are made, the women's
lacrosse team will hope for a spot in
the tournament. If they don't get it,
Bates will be a nice opponent on
which to let their frustrations out.Q

Colby track scores big in NESCAC champ s
By Greg Greco

STAFF WRITER
The track NESCAC Championships
were held for the first time ever at Colby
this Saturday and the home teamsdidn 't
disappoint. The women placed second
to Williams and the men took third
behind Tuft s and Williams in the 11team fields.
The women scored 118pts.,, second to
Williams' 186. Other teams that scored
well included Tuft s at 90 pts. and
Bowdoin with 49 pts. The men's meet
went down to the last relay, and was
won by Tufts with 129 pts. Williams had
128 pts., while Colby ended up with an
i mpressive total of 73 pts. Bates was next
with 68.
Leading the women was Quad- Scott Nussbom '92 closes in.
captain Deb MacWalter '91, who won
the ja velin, placed second in the high jump, hurdles (her best outdoor time) and third in
second in the long j ump, second in the 100m the shotput.

in 4:42.99,finished second in the 800m at
2:19 and was part of the 4x400m, along
with Pam Pomerleau '91, Quad-captain
Colleen Halleck '91 and Quad-captain
Theresa Sullivan '91, which finished
second at 4:08.48.
Pomerleau and Sullivan also placed
in the 400m, finishing fourth and sixth
respectively. Jen Curtis '93 had an
impressive day, placing fourth in the
100m and fifth in the 200m. She also
p laced fourth in the 4x100m relay along
with Pomerleau, Halleck and Janet
Powers '94, in a personal best of 51.88.
Brenda Eller '93 had a strong day in
the field events, winning the discuss at
116' 6" and finishing second in the shot
put with a personal best of 327" .Kathy
Smyth '93, also did well, p lacing sixth in
the discuss with a personal best of 100'8".
Heather Hews '93 (fourth) and Michelle
p hoto by Ta m Ta u er
Parad y '93both had strong performances
^
in the tri ple jump, surpassing their best
Other impressive performances were put this spring.
in by Jen Hartshorn '94, who won the 1500m
Track continued on page 75

Colby rugby exceeds ranking in tournament
By Elliott Barry
and Marty Eitreim

STAFF WRITERS

The men's rug by team went in to
th e Rug b y Imp orts Colleg iate
Tournament in Providence , RI
ranked second to last and emerged
as second place finishers last weekend. This is one of the largest spring
t o urnam en ts for N ew Eng land
schools, and the Colb y Rugg er s
were geared to compete in a field of

16 teams in its division.
Despite being thesecond-to-last
seed, Colby marched through its
opponents to reach the finals of the
tournament. Colby played five
gamcsintwodaysofaction ,ending
i n a gam e again st Spr i ng field College. The champ ionshi p gam e
aga i nst Springfield ended in a 9-6
loss, but just going that far in the
tournament proved theColby team
was better than what most people
thought.
Colb y started action in the
lournament on Sat., April 20, when
it played Western ConnecticutCol-

loge. The game finished in a 4-4 tic,
but Colby got the win because it
ha d scored first. That same day
Colby played t wo m ore gam es i n
which it proved victorious.
Colby defeated thenumber-onesced Babson 13-3 and handed the
Coast Guard team a 14-6 loss.Thcsc
three victories gave Colby a b er t h
in the final four of tho tournament,
but, the games were cancelled due
to rain. The games were put off
until Sunday.
The Rugg ers on ce aga i n made
the long tri p to Providence for the
final four. The first battle was

against Trinity. The team worked
hard to get 13 points, and great
defense kept the opponents off the
scoreboard. This set up the showdown against Spr i ng fi eld College.
Spring field , however, did not
sec a championship i n Col b y 's future. The Indians showed a dominan t k ic k i ng gam e as t h ey han d ed
the Mules a defeat in the finals.
"Their kicking game was reall y
strong, and it was something we
were not accustomed to,"sai d back
Steve "Gung-Ho" Holsten '93.
Although Colby lost in the finals,
the tournament was a huge success.

For the first time the team played
well in all facets of the game.
"This tournament was the best
examp le of our team as a cohesive
un it. The backs were supporting
the forward sand the forward s were
supp or ting the backs," added
Holsten.
For Col b y Rug b y its second
p lace finish represents a giant accomp lishment. "These guys came
out and showed many people what
they are all about," says Coa ch
Chuck McCormick '89. "The Colby
community should lookat the team
they have."Q

